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Executive summary
For the course PH10, our group, consisting of Jac Engels, Imke van der Sanden, Kelsey van Zoggel, Ruby Visser, Manouk van
Vugt and Laurie Oskam, have created a branded entertainment concept for the brand Douwe Egberts. With this concept,
we aim to solve an existing problem regarding the brand. Douwe Egberts has tried to reach a younger demographic
with recent campaigns. However, these campaigns have not been successful at changing the attitude of 18-25 year olds
towards the brand: they still see Douwe Egberts as an old fashioned coffee brand that is more suitable for their (grand)
parents. Therefore, with our concept, we aim to change the perception of 18-25 year olds and give them the feeling
that Douwe Egberts is their coffee. Firstly, research has been done regarding the brand. We found out that the brand is
currently perceived as old fashioned by the target audience.
Secondly, we interviewed people from the target audience to explore their perceptions of Douwe Egberts and their coffee
drinking habits in more detail. The results showed that the target audience sees Douwe Egberts as an old fashioned brand
and that there is no top of mind awareness within the coffee market. However, coffee is a part of the lives of our target
audience. Therefore, creating the connection between the target audience and Douwe Egberts is possible.
Thirdly, after analyzing the results from the interviews, we started creating a fitting concept for a branded entertainment
campaign to achieve the goal of changing the perception of 18-25 year olds regarding Douwe Egberts and making it their
brand instead of their parents’. This is also the message we want to convey with the concept.
After these initial steps, we created the actual concept which consists of a series of commercials and a mobile application.
The commercials will be showcased on social media and will feature actors from the target audience to make the target
audience feel more connected to the brand. They will show that Douwe Egberts is suitable for students and has the
same values as students: cosiness, warmth, family and friends. The mobile application will also be promoted within the
commercials. The app has two main functions: you can let your friends and family know when you got home safely after
leaving the house and you can send them a notification that you are home and open to hang out and have a cup of coffee
together.
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Introduction
Douwe Egberts, a brand that has been carved into the Dutch population for over 2 decades. The iconic company has
been making coffee for over 265 years and still is to this day. Over the years it has expanded to other areas with brands
like Senseo and L’Or to branch of to new markets. However, it’s not just a Dutch brand anymore, it has expanded to other
countries in the world either by releasing Douwe Egberts itself or by acquiring local coffee brands. With over 36 brands
connected into one big family, Jacobs Douwe Egberts is an enormous empire with brands like Pickwick, Harris, and
Selecto. Despite its size, Douwe Egberts has kept its warm and cosy feeling in the Netherlands.
But Douwe Egberts is struggling. A lot of people within the age range of 18 to 25-year-old see the brand as old fashioned,
a coffee their parents would drink, instead of being a brand they would buy. Douwe Egberts knows this and has been
trying to tackle this issue in the past. Either by introducing a commercial targeted to this age group or even creating a
new type of ice-coffee, to gain more awareness and create a better connection with this target group. However, the same
tactics for a different and digital target group haven’t worked as it should have.
With this in mind, we aim to connect Douwe Egberts with this age group in a new and interactive way. Our concept will
connect with the users daily and thus connecting them with Douwe Egberts with the same interval.
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1. Research report/situation analysis
Introduction of Company
History

Douwe Egberts is a brand that belongs to the company Jacobs Douwe Egberts (Jacobs Douwe Egberts, n.d.) The company
has existed for over 265 years and sells their products in over 140 countries worldwide.

Mission & Vision

The company values simplicity, accountability, discipline and solidarity. The vision of Douwe Egberts is that everyone
deserves the coffee they love (Jacobs Douwe Egberts, n.d.).

Products

Douwe Egberts provides coffee in different styles (coffee grounds, instant coffee, etcetera) and flavors as well as
merchandise (Douwe Egberts, n.d.). Themes that reoccur are the warm and cozy feeling of the Dutch culture and the
typical color red that Douwe Egberts uses in all their communication.

Management culture

The management culture within the Douwe Egberts company can be described as management by exception. This means
that business is being done in a certain manner and management will only interfere under unusual circumstances such
as errors (Spacey, 2015). Former employees describe the company as large, dynamic with a high work pressure (Indeed,
2018).

Financial

The revenue of Jacobs Douwe Egberts included 5.5 billion euros in 2016. The market share of the company was 10,6%
when it comes to global retail which includes brands as Douwe Egberts, Senseo and L’OR (Jacobs Douwe Egberts, 2017).
In 2017, they multiplied their profit by fivefold as it earned 431 million euros that year. The revenue grew with over half
a billion euros to 5,8 billion euros in total. 325 million euros. According to Bart Becht, commissioner of Jacobs Douwe
Egberts, the company strives to have four brands with a revenue of more than a billion euros each (Van der Linden, 2018).

Marketing mix

Douwe Egberts makes use of tv commercials, burendag, abri bus stops and a theme song. In its previous marketing,
Douwe Egberts tried to reach a new, younger demographic. With a poster of youngsters jumping off a bridge with their
iced coffees, they got into social trouble as people started to copy this dangerous behaviour in real life. Marketing expert
Cor Hospes also called the promotion old fashioned as young audiences do not care that much for abri advertising; they
want brands to be meaningful (Van der Velden, 2017).

Company Problem

When looking at the target demographic, Douwe Egberts’ latest campaigns and their advertising, we notice that DE is
trying to market to millennials and young adults (DouweEgbertsNL, 2018). However, we and other young adults that we
talked to about the ads can’t really relate to the advertising efforts of Douwe Egberts. This is an issue that we noticed and
believe we can improve.

Research Problem & research objectives

The research problem we discovered, is that Douwe Egberts has failed to form a connection with a younger target
audience, between the ages of 18 and 25 years old. We’d like to figure out how we can improve this connection for
Douwe Egberts.
The research objectives for this assignment would be figuring out if this is the best target group to add to Douwe Egberts,
what they think of the brand and how to market Douwe Egberts more towards them whilst staying true to the core brand
values.

Literature review

Collaborators (External)
Distributors

Parent company Jacobs Douwe Egberts works with intermediaries and distributors in over 30 countries to sell their
products (also Douwe Egberts) worldwide: a complete list can be found on their website (Douwe Egberts, n.d.).
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Channels

Wholesalers: In the Netherlands, Douwe Egberts is sold through wholesalers to businesses, for instance by Makro (n.d.)
or Sligro (n.d.).

Retailers

Douwe Egberts sells their products through supermarkets such as Albert Heijn (n.d.), Jumbo (n.d.), and Plus (n.d.). And
although DE café’s have closed their doors (BusinessInsider, 2014), 11 are still open to this day. You can also buy Douwe
Egberts products (such as machines and mugs) at the Blokker (Douwe Egberts, n.d.). There are also some other online
retailers that sell Douwe Egberts online, such as Koffievoordeel.nl (n.d.), Kantoorartikelen.nl (n.d.), Coolblue (n.d.) and
Office Deals (n.d.).

Suppliers

The source of their products come from established coffee farms. Jacobs Douwe Egberts has 36 farms in 12 countries:
Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Ethiopia, Uganda, Cameroon, Tanzania, Rwanda, Colombia, Honduras, Peru (Jacobs Douwe
Egberts, n.d.).

Alliances

The Alliances or Trade unions Douwe Egberts works with is UTZ, Rainforest Alliance, Fairtrade and 4C (Jacobs Douwe
Egberts, n.d.). UTZ helps farmers with better opportunities safeguarding the environment and the earth’s resources,
generate more income and grow better corps (UTZ, n.d.). The Rainforest Alliance works together with all parties (farmers
and foresters, businesses and consumers) to find creative solutions to the most difficult challenges in vulnerable
landscapes (Rainforest Alliance, n.d.). Fairtrade is a Dutch based organisation that gives a quality seal to DE products
(Max Havelaar, n.d.). And lastly, the 4C Association is specifically aimed at coffee manufacturers and farms, grading and
inspecting whether the codes are applied, and aims to have profitability and long-term productivity for the farmers,
etcetera (4C Association, 2014).

Competitors

Actual & Direct competitors
Starbucks Netherlands

When buying on the go or in the supermarket, Starbucks is on several platforms a competitor: either in getting fresh
coffee in the Starbucks establishments in train stations or getting cold beverages in the supermarket. At the time of
research (September 10, 2018), Starbucks Netherlands has 77 locations across the country (Starbucks Nederland, n.d.).
Starbucks also offers 9 unique iced coffee products to sell in the supermarkets. According to an article written by van
der Reijden (2017), Starbucks in the Netherlands made over €33.2 million in sales in 2017. According to Gregory (2018),
Starbucks’ vision is “to establish Starbucks as the premier purveyor of the finest coffee in the world while maintaining our
uncompromising principles while we grow.” According to their website, Starbucks’ mission is to “inspire and nurture the
human spirit - one person, one cup, one neighborhood at a time” (Starbucks, n.d.).

Potential & Indirect competitors
Dunkin Donuts Netherlands

When comparing Douwe Egberts on a “to-go” or “cafe” level, a new competitor on the market for the Netherlands is
Dunkin Donuts. During the time of research, Dunkin Donuts has 12 shops open throughout the Netherlands (Dunkin
Donuts Nederland, n.d.). According to an article by Homan (2017). In 2018, Dunkin’ Donuts has also started with an
mobile pop up store concept to sell in malls, on festivals or other events (Dunkin’ Donuts, 2018). On an international level,
Dunkin’ Brands has earned $860.5 million on both Baskin-Robbins and Dunkin’ Donuts (Dunkin’ Brands Group Inc. 2018).
Their vision is to be a good corporate citizen (Dunkin’ Brands, n.d.). According to their website (Dunkin’ Brands, n.d.),
Dunkin’ Donuts and Baskin-Robbins are committed to offer delightful, high-quality products that delight and surprise
their guests.

Bagels and Beans

Bagels and Beans is a competitor of Douwe Egberts in terms of café experience. The amount of Bagels and Beans stores
at the time of research is 74 locations throughout the Netherlands (Bagels and Beans, n.d.). According to Van der Reijden
(2018), Bagels and Beans’ sales were €34 million in 2017, making it number 51 in the top 100 businesses in the catering
industry. Bagels and Beans values quality over profit, and that you should be open-minded to be involved everywhere
(Bagels and Beans, n.d).
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PESTEL

Political: In the Netherlands, this is the Rijksoverheid and also the institute of “Nederlandse Voedsel en Warenautoriteit
have to ensure that the laws of that country are ensured (Rijksoverheid, n.d.). This is one that Douwe Egberts has to keep
track of when manufacturing the food and selling it to people all over the country.
Economical: Douwe Egberts’ products affects the economy of the countries where they have their coffee farmers.
According to Jacobs Douwe Egberts (n.d.), they have invested $40 million in their coffee farms and have directly trained
216.000 farmers, impacting about 1.1 million individuals. Also the demand and supply of their products is an economical
factor for Douwe Egberts. For instance, in 2014 tea was more popular among students than coffee (Studenten.net, 2014).
Social: Social aspects, lifestyle and buying habits are a big social factor for Douwe Egberts. When a market doesn’t
regularly drink coffee in their life, there is a smaller market (Studenten.net, 2014). Also health consciousness is a big
factor in consuming coffee. With alternatives for milk in coffee rising and sugar replacements adapted in coffee making, to
articles written about if coffee is healthy or not. People are still busy with their health and drinking coffee (Drayer, 2018).
Technological: Technology indirectly influences how the coffee is made and how customers consume coffee. Latest
development has been the coffee alarm, which sets a cup of coffee before you wake up to have it ready when you need
to get up (Barisieur, n.d.). Another new technological trends is making coffee with a premium machine which you can set
to your own liking from your iPad or smartphone (Veciana, 2018).
Environmental: An environmental factor affecting Douwe Egberts is the climate in the Netherlands. Because in the
Netherlands we have a colder climate, people drink coffee to warm themselves up (Van Marrewijk, 2014). Another
environmental factor is the climate, weather and potential weather conditions that help make or break the farms in the
countries where they grow their coffee.
Legal: There are several laws concerning food in the Netherlands that affect Douwe Egberts (Rijksoverheid, n.d.). For
instance manufacturers cannot lie about the ingredients, origin or manufacturing process of their product - otherwise
they commit food fraud. Manufacturers also should keep the General food law in consideration (Voedingscentrum, n.d.).
Since manufacturers are responsible for the safety of their own product, the same governal institute (NVWA) is going
to check if they ensure safety properly. NVWA also ensures hygiënecodes through the HACCP-system (Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Points) (Rijksoverheid, n.d.).

Scientific literature
Market changes

Looking at shopping styles, millennials have developed an entirely new way of consuming today’s products (Eastman,
Iyer & Thomas, 2012). Within the millennial community, the need for prestige may be even stronger than amongst
other generations. Littman states that millennials’ choice of new brands is often determined by peer recommendation
transmitted directly or through social networking channels (as cited in Eastman, Iyer & Thomas, 2012).

Trends in media behavior / buying behavior

According to Gurău (2012), there is a difference between the Generation X and Millennials when it comes to brand
loyalty in regards to their buying behaviour. Some consumers can be considered “complex loyals” when they first collect
data about a brand and then make a more precise decision about it later or some of the consumers can be considered
“hard-core loyals”, which is when they are exclusively loyal to a specific brand (Gurău, 2012). Millennials’ choice of new
brands is often determined by recommendations from others or through social networking outlets, which in turn, can be
interpreted as a form of self-expression. Therefore, whenever something is “in”, it can be in for a short term and when it
is no longer seem to be “in” anymore, millennials will easily switch to another brand.

Status consumption

The term status consumption describes the motivational process by which individuals strive to improve their social
standing through the conspicuous consumption of consumer products that confer and symbolize status, both for the
individual and surrounding significant others (Eastman, Iyer & Thomas, 2012). Conspicuous consumption is the acquisition
of products mainly for the purpose of attaining or maintaining social status (Chernev, Hamilton & Gal, 2011). Brands can
also be used to communicate membership in particular social or professional groups. Furthermore, brands have been
shown to convey otherwise hidden aspects of a consumer’s self-image, since consumers frequently choose brands that
they consider appropriate for the image they have of themselves (Chernev, Hamilton & Gal, 2011).
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One very good example Nespresso. Nespresso has been branded to be the “Ultimate Coffee Experience” that emphasises
luxury as an everyday way of living (Khamis, 2012.). When it comes to their customers, they are known to be members of
the “Nespresso Club” so that it gives them the extra feeling of being a part of a close-knit community that is Nespresso. In
comparison to Starbucks, Nespresso has always promoted the idea of having more of a luxurious start to your day within
the comforts of your own home; unlike Starbucks, where it mainly is a stop on the way to work to pick up an on-the-go
cup of coffee (Khamis, 2012). Also, Nespresso aims for an entirely different consumer target audience compared to other
coffee retailers. They aim for consumers who are more coffee-connoisseurs; people who know what good coffee tastes
like and enjoy drinking it (Khamis, 2012).

Brand preference

According to Chernev, Hamilton & Gal (2011), consumers’ reliance on a given brand to express their identity does not only
depend on brands in the same category, but is also a function of the availability of alternative means of self-expression
that go beyond brands. This can be brands in unrelated product categories, or even non-brand means of self-expression,
like hobbies or social interactions (Chernev, Hamilton & Gal, 2011). In addition, Chernev, Hamilton & Gal (2011) state
that a consumer who associates strongly with a brand because it fulfills the need for self-expression, might have weaker
preferences for other self-expressive brands relative to someone who has not established a close relationship with a selfexpressive brand.

Theoretical Framework

Based on the articles that have been analysed, we can assume that the younger generation focuses on how to express
their individuality through the products and brands they consume compared to the older generations. It can be separated
in four different categories: status consumption, buying behaviours, market changes and sustainability. In the case of
status consumption, the younger generation doesn’t only consume the products because of the quality of the product,
but mainly because of the feeling of higher status the brand gives them. The brands they consume add to their “lifestyle”,
and they embrace it by buying them.
When it comes to buying behaviours within the millennial generation, they tend to be less loyal compared to the older
generations, especially when it comes to trends and products and brands that are only fashionable for a limited about
of time. When this happens, this group of consumers tend to hop around from brand to brand. The most important
marketing changes the past decade have been the growth of one-to-one marketing, mass customization, rapid growth
of social media, and peer-to-peer communication. This allows customers to express their identity through customized
products as well as customized media. Millennials seem less brand loyal and the need for prestige may be even stronger
than amongst other generations. Additionally, millennials are the most environmentally conscious. If a company is going
green or uses green marketing, her image may be enhanced, leading to increased profits and customer loyalty.

Motivations, values and psychology

Since 60% of the Dutch Millenials live with their parents or together with no children, the most important spending goes
towards vacations and eating out (Posthumus, 2018). They also value good coffee, they want something different instead
of coffee from 20 years ago. Authentic items have more value for a Dutch Millennial than a lot of cheap items (Adegeest,
2018). They are also very ambitious, to the point where work/life balance is hard for them to deal with (werken10.nl,
2018).

Buying habits

Buying online is still not the most important factor for Millennials in the Netherlands, the majority still favors buying
products in the store over online shopping (Elsinghorst, 2014). Millennials also favor experience and luxury items more
than the product itself (Maessen, 2017) (Retailtrends, 2016). They buy less, but better quality items (Adegeest, 2018).

Methods

The method used to carry out research to meet our objectives is of a qualitative research. In depth interviews have
been held by all group members, with a question list provided to give a guideline (see appendix A). We chose in-depth
interviews to get more insight about emotions and feelings towards the brand. The minimum amount of 15 participants
that we need are 15 people between the ages of 18 to 25. The researchers will interview participants in a private room,
with coffee or other drinks provided. The interviews will be recorded but not transcribed due to the time limit. However,
results should be documented in a similar fashion. Therefore templates are constructed for the researchers to use. Results
will be evaluated to find similarities between the participants, but also to see if we can find new findings. Then the data
needs to be graded whether it is significant or not.
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Results

In total 17 people within the target audience of 18-25 year olds have been interviewed to discover their thoughts and
opinions on coffee in general and Douwe Egberts specifically. The consent forms can be found in appendix B.
From the results (see appendix C) of the in depth interviews, we found out that our assumptions of Douwe Egberts being
perceived as an old fashioned brand by youngsters was correct. The target audience does consume coffee on a regular
basis, whether this is at home or on the go. Popular brands are Starbucks and Lavazza. However, this target audience is
not loyal to one brand and tends to switch between brands depending on availability and price. They are familiar with
Douwe Egberts and associate it mostly with their parents or grandparents. The target audience perceives the brand as a
strong brand with a clear and coherent meaning. Most of the participants in the interviews had the opinion that Douwe
Egberts revolves around love, warmth and family values. Lastly, coffee as a general concept is associated with waking up
in the morning and being energized.

Persona

In order to get a better idea of our target audience, we created a persona to make an example of our ideal customers.

Britta Janssen

Age: 22 - Lives in Tilburg - Studies communication
Britta lives on her own with 2 cats in a dorm in Tilburg and has a busy life: she works
2 part-time jobs and studies full-time. She also values her social life very much so
when she is not working or studying, she meets with her friends either at her or
their house or in the city. She has a hard time combining the study/work/social
balance, but she is ambitious.
Britta does not buy a lot of products, but she buys smart by either buying items on
sale or items that have a higher quality and thus last longer. Sometimes she orders
these products online, but with her busy lifestyle it is easier to buy products in the
store. She also likes to spend her money on vacations with friends. Britta values
coffee as it is what she drinks on her way to school, in the evening and every time in
between. She prefers cold brew coffee that she can buy because it is easier for her
to take with her to school, but sometimes drinks hot coffee that comes out of the
vending machines at school.

Market size and growth

Currently we are focussing our research to Dutch 18 till 35 year olds, also known as Millennials (Farrington, 2018). This
means that Millennials don’t have to be students, they can also work already. According to an American research from
2016, 44% of coffee drinkers are Millennials, which might not be as comparable to Dutch Millennials but it is an indication
of the market size (Meager, 2016). Millennials are also said to outnumber the generation of Babyboomers (55 - 73 years
old) next year (Fry, 2018).

Segments

Demographic: Millennials (18 - 35), all genders
Geographic: Netherlands
Psychographic: value vacations, dinner out, good (but different) coffee and authenticity
Behavioral: Still buy more in physical stores, buy less but higher quality items.

Buying process and motivations

Students mostly buy coffee in the supermarket closest to their home. Certain brands are only available only or in specific
stores and the target audience tends to stay away from these brands due to lack of convenience. During the purchasing
process, convenience and price are taken into consideration. The target audience mainly drinks coffee out of social habit
or to feel energized.

Conclusions

The target audience has a busy life, but value their experiences and the quality of life a lot. Douwe Egberts does indeed
fit with the target audience because of the strong brand values and high quality products. The biggest problem is the
perception of 18-25 year old towards Douwe Egberts. With an old fashioned image, the target audience can’t relate with
the brand even though they like the brand and know the brand. We illustrate this in a SWOT analysis.
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Strengths

Opportunities

Weaknesses

Threats

Strong brand
High Quality products
Financial Situation

Old fashioned image
Failure in targeting young demographic
Marketing

Great brand awareness
Good price

Popularity of other brands such as Starbucks

2. Objectives (SMART)

Marketing communication objective

The marketing communication objective regarding our branded entertainment concept for Douwe Egberts is “To change
the attitude of people between the ages of 18 and 25 regarding Douwe Egberts from old fashioned to modern before the
end of 2020”.

Media objectives

The media objectives for our branded entertainment concept for Douwe Egberts is to “Increase the amount of followers
between the ages of 18 and 25 on the official Douwe Egberts Instagram page with 20% before the end of 2019” and “Gain
100.000 views on the new Douwe Egberts commercials regarding the app on YouTube, before the end of 2019”.

3. Strategy

Segmentation

Geographic: Our target audience is located in The Netherlands. However, this concept can be applied anywhere.
Demographic: Both males and females between the ages of 18 and 25 fit within the target audience of the mobile
application and video commercials.
Psychographic: People within the target audience value friendship, family and love. They tend to be loving and
caring of nature and are interested in the people they care about. The lifestyle that they have is either connected to
student life or starters. This means that they either study combined with a rich social life or just entered the work field. In
both situations, you get to know a lot of new people which will lead to new friendships and potentially new romances.
Behavioral: The buying pattern for our target audience, regarding buying coffee is quite complex. From the results
of the in depth interviews, we figured that our target audience consumes coffee frequently but does this in various
situations. Coffee is consumed at home, on the go and when at other peoples’ houses when visiting friends or family. This
target audience is not brand loyal and base their purchase choices on price and convenience.
Media habits: Dutch people between the ages of 18 and 25 are very active on social media (Oosterveer &
Swolfs, 2018). While the time spent on Facebook is decreasing, YouTube is the third most used platform on a daily basis.
Other popular platforms regarding social media are Instagram and Snapchat which many revolve around sharing images.
This target audience does not watch television on a regular basis but prefers online content through YouTube, Netflix or
Videoland (Bakker, 2017).

Targeting

Since our target audience is very active on YouTube on a daily basis, we will display our commercial here. The form in which
we will advertise our branded entertainment concept on YouTube is by prerolls prior to videos and banners next to the
videos.

Positioning

Douwe Egberts will be portrayed as a modern brand to beat the old fashioned image it currently has among our target
audience. The brand stands for great quality and values such as family and warmth. This caring aspect is what will be made
clear in the campaign. With this approach, we distinguish ourselves from competitors such as Starbucks and Lavazza,
which are also modern but have less of a deeper value connected to the brand.
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4. Tactics – The Communication Plan

The goal of the promotion is to create interest. The target audience is aware of the brand, know the brand, even drink
Douwe Egberts coffee because of their (grand)parents, but they don’t see the interest in and don’t consider buying the
brand for themselves. Therefore we want to create interest. We’d also like the brand to feel in the self-actualization phase
of the Maslow pyramid for our target audience, instead of the Physiological and Love/belonging.
The communication message should convey any form that relates to the young adults. It should still incorporate the
values of Douwe Egberts (home, tradition, warmth, etcetera), and in the Douwe Egberts style. The message in its core is:
Douwe Egberts is also your coffee.
The campaign should target the young adults between 20 - 25 who drink coffee. They live in the Netherlands, use social
media a lot. We want to do this by using advertising, instead of PR, Personal selling, direct marketing or sales promotions.
Advertising targets all these people on a mass media scale, using a push strategy, ideal for spreading a brand message on
a great scale. The advertising will happen on YouTube mostly. But to cross promote and make sure we stay relevant, we
advise Douwe Egberts to also advertise the campaign on facebook. However, we want our message to not stay one-sided,
when the audience engages with the content online, we want to respond to keep them in the conversation. The concept
is divided in two parts, a daytime and nighttime version. During the day, on social media the daytime version will pop up,
during the evening and night this will show the nighttime version.

5. Action Focus on Communication Plan

Media planning

Advertising on YouTube can be done by setting a few metrics: location, demographics and interests (YouTube Advertising,
n.d.). For location, the video should target people in the Netherlands. For age, you can only add groups of people between
a certain age, not customize the settings, so for this we chose to add people from all genders, who are not parents or that
google doesn’t know the parental status of, between the ages of 18-24 and 25-34. It might be more broad than we want
it, but our ad can speak for people older or younger than these age groups. On interests, we can get a bit more specific,
like add if someone goes to a live event often or goes out often. However, for the start of this campaign we’d like to stay
very broad. If the concept invokes the interests of a specific group of people, we can set these interests in the future.
YouTube works with CPV bidding, meaning click per video. However, just like any other online ads, you can set the budget
yourself for the campaign or per day, and change the bidding throughout. This means that we can track the status of the
campaign, and tweak where it is necessary.
For Facebook and Instagram you can choose a different goal, which leads to a different payment method. In this case, we
assume the concept would need to lead the viewer to a different page, thus the traffic campaign goals was chosen for the
estimate, leading to a CPC bidding. We can set the target audience’s age more specific here to only 20-25 year old people,
but we keep the gender and location the same as the ads on YouTube.
Our ads will run for 4 weeks total on each platform, but we can spread our goal to make sure our target audience is not
bombarded with the same ad for a month straight. Our scheduling for the campaign can be found in Appendix D.

Workforce planning

The workforce planning can be found in Appendix E: Workforce planning.

Scheduling

We need to keep a strict planning in order to complete this project. If part of the team is done with a task, they can
continue preparing or doing the job for the other weeks. A planning can be seen in Appendix F: Scheduling.

Budget

With online advertising, you can set the budget and max bidding on any platform to a maximum that you’d want, and are
not restricted to keep this budget for the entire period. Depending on the success of an ad, the budget and bidding can
be changed. However, it is good to get an estimate of what advertising would cost on a platform. On YouTube, a weeklong ad a € 1000,- budget with a max CPV bidding of € 0,20 will get a reach of 27.000 to 59.000 (43.000 on average)
people that will see the add for a total of 95.000 to 210.000 (152.500 on average) times, clocking in at a frequency of 3,5
times on average (152.500 / 43.000 ≈ 3,5). We advise Douwe Egberts to use this budget indication as a starting point
per week-long ad.
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On Facebook/Instagram we set our goal to gain traffic to a specific webpage, leading to a CPC bidding strategy, but if the
goal changes, the bidding strategy might change along with it. With a max budget of € 1000,- on a week long ad, and a
max CPC bidding of € 0,20, the ad will reach 45.000 - 282.000 people, from which 580 - 3.600 would be clicking on a link.
This is only an estimate, the budget can be changed during the campaign just like the YouTube Ads.
For a total of 4 weeks of advertising on each platform we therefore advise a starting budget of € 4000,- on each advertising
platform (YouTube & Facebook/Instagram). However, depending on the success of each ad, the budget can increase or
decrease. A bigger budget means you can reach more people, thus it is wise to reflect throughout the campaign to adapt
the budget where necessary. Details can be found in appendix G.

6. Control and Conclusion Focus on Communication Plan
Measuring success

To measure the success and progress of our goals, we can keep track of several variables. One of the statistics related
to the media objective to gain more Instagram followers, which we can measure with the general statistics of Instagram.
The same is also used for the Douwe Egberts YouTube channel statistics and the statistics of the ad (Robertson, 2010).
To analyse brand attitude change, we need to keep track of other metrics. We can keep track of responses on the YouTube
video and reactions on social media like Twitter to see the response the ads gives. And we can also conduct a research like
a survey or focus group to analyse the response the ad gives and what they think of it.

Conclusion with next steps and future opportunities

To continue in the future, the concept needs to be made and then produced. During this process we should check in with
previous participants or other potential participants that fit our target audience to see their responses, to ensure that our
concept fits the goals. Meanwhile we should also keep track of trends and the news surrounding Douwe Egberts to make
sure that we know everything surrounding the brand and the latest trends.
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Douwe Egberts
Home

Your opportunity to let someone
know you care.
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“Let me know when
you get home.”

By using this application, you can let
others know that you have made it home
as well as that you are available for
a cup of coffee.
After experiencing this concept, the target audience will
sympathize with the brand of Douwe Egberts more and
recognize it as their own brand.
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With this branded entertainment concept, the user will automatically be
able to let their peers know whether or not they have gotten home after
a long night out with the help of a geolocation-based application, that will
automatically send the user a push-notification as soon as it recognizes
that you have arrived at your home, as well as let others know whether or
not they are available to meet up for a cup of coffee.

This heart-warming concept
is to spread over various
platforms such as a mobile
application as well as online
commercials that promote
the use of the application as
well as the values of Douwe
Egberts.
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D.E. Home
After a long night out with the friends, you get home and you have
already forgotten to let your friends know that you have made it home.
With the D.E. Home app, once it realizes that your have arrived home
through geo-location, it will send you an automatic push notification to
your smartphone asking whether or not you would like to let people know
that you have made it home. With this function, you will be able to select
the friends you would like to update and also send out requests to other
friends to see whether or not they have gotten home, as well.

You will be able to input your
information in your own profile
(home address and friends you
would like to add).
Privacy of the account information
is, of course, our top priority.
You can send out requests to your
friends to know if they have gotten
home or not.
You also get to select the friends
you would like to let know
if you got home.
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Your confirmation has been

You can also switch your

sent to your friends!

Coffee Mode status to ‘On’
if you would like to let your
friends know that you are
available to meet up for a
cup of coffee. Here, you can
also select the certain friends
whom you’d like to let know.
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Getting the memo.
There will be two separate commercials released on social media platforms
in order to promote the application and the branded entertainment
concept to the target audience. One of the commercials will highlight and
promote the “let me know when you get home” function of the application,
and the other commercial will focus on the ‘coffee invite’ function of the
app. Both commercials revolve around the same group of friends, that find
themselves in the same age group as the target audience of the branded
entertainment concept.
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Success Factors
The Feeling of Home
Millennials between the ages of 18-25 are moving out of their childhood homes and starting new
lives as students as well as starters in the working world. With this newfound independence, most
of these students and starters don’t have anyone waiting for them at home

(Centraal Bureau, 2016)

. With

many people within the same age group going through the same things, they try to find ways to
support each other. In this case, letting each other know if they have gotten home, safely.
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Tech-savvy
Many millennials within our target group are very socially
active with their mobile telephones and they like virtually
interacting with their friends through group chats.
Therefore, adding a social aspect to the application will
allow our target group to interact with each other because
they are constantly reachable

.

(Centraal Bureau, 2014; Dankers, 2018)
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from https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2016/27/jongeren-blijven-langer-bij-ouders-thuis
Dankers, D. (2018). Onderzoek naar de invloed van leeftijd op smartphone gebruik, Family-Work Conflict en Job Performance van
werknemers (Master's thesis, Open Universiteit Nederland). Retrieved from
http://dspace.ou.nl.proxy1.dom1.nhtv.nl/bitstream/1820/9237/1/Dankers%20D%20scriptie.pdf
Jacobs Douwe Egberts. (n.d.). Welkom bij Jacobs Douwe Egberts Professional. Retrieved September, 2018, from
https://www.jacobsdouweegbertsprofessional.nl/over-jdep/
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7. Concept

The overall goal of the campaign for Douwe Egberts is to connect the brand to Dutch people in the age of 18-25 years
old. The marketing objective therefore is “To change the attitude of Dutch people between the ages of 18 and 25 years
old regarding Douwe Egberts from old fashioned to modern before the end of 2020”.
In order to reach this objective the concept contains a newly developed application named DE Home and two separate
online commercials explaining and promoting the several functions of the app. There are two different media objectives
formulated, namely: “Increase the amount of followers between the ages of 18 and 25 on the official Douwe Egberts
Instagram page with 20% before the end of 2019” and: “Gain 100,000 views on the new Douwe Egberts commercials
regarding the app on YouTube, before the end of 2019”. The DE Home application as well as the commercials contribute
in achieving these goals. Down below the development of the application will be discussed, whereafter the commercials
will be highlighted.

App requirements

The target group of 18-25 year-olds is very active online. Most of them grew up with the newest technology, being active
on social media every day. The target group consumes based on the fact if brands or products fulfill their need for selfexpression (Chernev, Hamilton & Gal, 2011). Additionally, brands can be used to communicate membership in particular
professional groups and they can convery otherwise hidden aspects of a consumer’s self-image (Chernev, Hamilton & Gal,
2011). With the DE Home App it is possible to meet these needs for belonging and self-expression.
The DE Home Application is an app that users can use to connect with other people. It solves several issues. First of all,
many people between the age of 18-25 are going home by themselves, or are at home by themselves. With DE Home,
the app recognizes when people arrive at their home and ask them if they want to let someone know that they got home
safe. Others can also send users a request to let them know if you got home safe. Asking people to let you know that they
arrived safely is a way to let someone know you care about them. By replying to the request, others can let you know that
they remembered and that they also think about you and value you.
Another possible situation is that people sometimes are home by themselves and do nothing. It would be nice to use that
time to connect with someone else. That’s why the app also has a function where users can let others know when they
have time to meet up for coffee and talk. Even though this generation spends a lot of time online, it is also important to
connect in real life. The DE Home app can make this a bit easier, because you don’t have to ask someone directly to meet
up, but you can change your status to “available for coffee”.
Overall, people make use of the DE Home application if they want to use technology in their advantage to connect with
people in real life. This app makes their life a bit easier if they want to let others know they care and if they are open to
meet up.
Since the target group is already experienced in being online and using several apps, it is possible for the application to
connect with them through aspects of apps that they already know and are familiar with using, like for example a chat
function or using maps.
The following app requirements have been determined for the DE Home Application:
- Chat function: it must be possible to personalize the messages you want to send to people in a chat.
- SMS function: for users it must also be possible to connect with people who didn’t download the application (yet).
Therefore an SMS function will be implemented. This way it is also possible to attract new users by spreading the word
through SMS.
- Push notifications: it is essential for push notifications to be working in order for the application to make users’ lives
easier. By being able to send and receive push notifications, people will be more likely to keep using the application for a
longer amount of time, since it will be easier to message people without having to open an app to do so.
- Geo-location: geo-location is another essential aspect. The application needs geo-location in order to determine whether
or not people are home and if they should receive a push notification.
- Groups: people from 18-25 years old want to be part of groups, they want to belong. Our application needs to provide
this function. Additionally, when you want to meet up with a group, it is simply easier to be able to plan something in a
group chat. Therefore, users should be able to create groups and group chats in the app.
- Status update (time for coffee?): a status update helps people to express themselves to others and to connect in their
home. This is also something the DE Home App stands for: home, warmth, coziness, spending time with friends and
family. This application can inspire people to meet up more often and a status update can facilitate this.
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-Multiple home locations: very often, people in this age category of 18-25 years old are feeling like they have multiple
homes. This could be their parents’ home, maybe they moved out to live in a student home, or their partner’s home. They
are moving a lot and can call multiple places their home. The DE Home application recognizes this and makes it possible
to set multiple locations as a user’s home.

Use cases
Use case 1
Actor

Send “are you home” request
Friend

After a night out the friend grabs his or her phone and opens the D.E. Home app. The friend
heads to the friends section, selects a friend, adds a custom message if wanted. After which
the request is being sent.
Alternative flow 1

The friend selects multiple friends and sends the request.

Alternative flow 2

The friend selects a group an sends the request.

Use case 2

Respond to “are you home” request

Actor

Other friend

After a night out the other friend grabs his or her phone after the notification (trigger) got his
or her attention. The other friend opens the D.E. Home app. Then the other friend sends a
message to the friend that sent the request initially.
Alternative flow 1

The friend selects multiple friends and sends the message.

Alternative flow 2

The friend selects a group an sends the message.

Use case 3

Send “up for coffee?” request

Actor

Friend

At a point in time where the friend is feeling lonely or is bored (preconditions). He or she
grabs her phone and opens the D.E. Home app. After which the friend switches the coffee
request slider to ‘on’. Then he or she selects the other friend and hits send.
Alternative flow 1

The friend selects multiple friends and sends the request.

Alternative flow 2

The friend selects a group an sends the request.

Use case 4

Respond to “up for coffee?” request

Actor

Other friend

After a night out the other friend grabs his or her phone after the notification (trigger) got his25

request slider to ‘on’. Then he or she selects the other friend and hits send.
Alternative flow 1

The friend selects multiple friends and sends the request.

Alternative flow 2

The friend selects a group an sends the request.

Use case 4

Respond to “up for coffee?” request

Actor

Other friend

After a night out the other friend grabs his or her phone after the notification (trigger) got his
or her attention. The other friend opens the D.E. Home app. Then the other friend sends a
message to the friend that sent the request initially.
Alternative flow 1

The friend selects multiple friends and sends the message.

Alternative flow 2

The friend selects a group an sends the message.

Organization structures

For the organization structure of the DE Home App, a flowchart is created in Realtime Board. The flowchart can be found
via the following link: http://bit.ly/DE-Flowchart
As can be seen in the flowchart, the DE Home App starts with a sequential structure. (First time) users follow, step-by-step
a specific path in order to sign up or log into the application (Usability.gov, 2019). They have to accept push notifications
from the app and get a welcome screen with some explanation on how the application works. After understanding how
the DE Home App works, managing settings, and notifications, users will get to the home screen. After visiting the home
screen, the app is based on a matrix structure. This structure allows users to determine their own path since content is
linked in numerous ways (Usability.gov, 2019). This is exactly the case in the DE Home App. You can click around, going
to several pages, like chats, groups, friends, or locations. Every different path is possible and users can determine for
themselves which page to visit next.

Parallel design & Wireframing

The parallel design technique has been used for the first designs of the several screens. After discussing the flowchart,
every team member had the change to design the necessary screens for the application. The most important elements
were visualized, like headers, menu items, and the DE logo. After each team member designed the same screen, the
several designs would be discussed and the best elements were chosen to be implemented into the app. This way the
different team members all had the chance to show their vision, be inspired by one another, and the best ideas were used
into the real design. Several designs used for the prototyping phase can be found in appendix H.

Prototyping

High-fidelity prototyping has been done in Adobe XD. The first version of the application was developed and adapted
after some usability testing. The latest version can be found via the following link: http://bit.ly/DE-Home-App

Commercials

The second element of the branded entertainment concept is online advertising through two commercials. The choice
of new brands for the target group is often determined by peer recommendation transmitted directly or through social
networking channels (Eastman, Iyer & Thomas, 2012). With the online commercials the aim is to be meaningful and
connect with the target audience on those platforms that they actively use and where they influence each other.
Two separate commercials with the same cast explain in relatable situations the two main functions of the DE Home
Application. The first commercial highlights the “let me know when you get home” function of the app when a group of
friends is drinking in a bar and one girl needs to cycle home in the opposite direction by herself. When she gets home she
uses the DE Home application to let her friends know she arrived safely. The second commercial highlights the “status
update/home for coffee” function. Here the friends wake up from the night before and Julia, the main character invites
everyone over for coffee at her place by using the DE Home application to send out a coffee request. The group of friends
in the commercials will be the same age as the target group and the situations in the commercials are relatable to the
target audience.
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For the commercials we casted four people for the group of friends, two girls and two guys. See appendix I for the
overview of the casted actors.
Take at a look at the commercials through the following link: http://bit.ly/DE-Home-Ad

8. Budget
A budget has been drawn for the execution of the complete branded entertainment concept. Take a look at the budget
in appendix J.

9. Production schedule

A production schedule is created for filming the commercials on December 17, 2018. This schedule can be found in
Appendix K. The projected production schedule of the overall production phase of the DE Home branded entertainment
concept can be found in appendix L.
Where our schedule will differ from the schedule that would be created for the actual professional execution instead
of the “production” is the following: app development. Our app is a prototype which means that the actual app itself is
not created during our production schedule. The actual production of the app on both Android and IOS. This will take
approximately 4-6 weeks when outsourced.This results in a shift in the schedule, so the commercial shooting days will be
delayed by about 6-8 weeks.

10. Production paperwork
Sample script

Two scripts have been written for the two commercials. Take a look at appendix M to read the scripts.

Storyboard

Based on the scripts, a storyboard has been developed in which the two commercials are drawn on paper. The storyboard
can be found in appendix N.

Prop list

From the script and storyboard, a prop list is created in order to have an overview of which props are needed and what
every team member and actor should bring to the set. The proplist can be found in appendix O.

Shotlist

During filming the different shots, a shot list helped keeping track of which shots to film and the right takes to use for the
edit. Also additional notes could be written down. Appendix P contains the shotlist.
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11. Pitch paperwork & release forms
Crew contact list

A role division made clear what every team member’s task was during the filming day of filming the commercials. The role
division combined with all contact details can be found in the following crew contact list:

Role
Director
Role

AD / DOP
Director
Casting
director
AD
/ DOP
Producer
Casting director
Producer
Make-up artist
Make-up
Cam OP artist
AudioOP
recordist
Cam
Audio
recordist
Set designer
& props

Name
Name
Jac Engels

Jac Engels
Kelsey
van Zoggel
Jac
Engels
Kelsey van Zoggel
Kelsey
van
Zoggel
Imke van
der
Sanden
Imke
Sanden
Sterrevan
vander
Zanten
Manouk
van
Vugt
Sterre
van
Zanten
Ruby Visser
Manouk
van &
Vugt
Imke
der&Sanden
Ruby van
Visser
Set designer & props Ruby Visser &
Imke van der Sanden
Catering
Laurie
Oskam
Ruby Visser
&
Catering
Location manager
Laurie Oskam
Actress
Pien
Kruijf
LocationJulia
manager
LauriedeOskam
Actor Martijn
Svende
Petrus
Actress
Julia
Pien
Kruijf
Tim
GranitPetrus
Nici
Actor Martijn
Sven
Actress
Manon
Miya van
Actor
Tim
Granit
NiciLith
Actress Manon
Miya van Lith
Call sheets

Phone
Phone
0631086073

0631086073
0640432760
0631086073
0640432760
0640432760
0681903264
0681903264
0622470531
0647284561
0622470531
0624567740
0647284561
0681903264
0624567740
0624567740
0681903264
0627288699
0624567740
0627288699
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey

Email
Email
152443@buas.nl

152443@buas.nl
151523@buas.nl
152443@buas.nl
151523@buas.nl
151523@buas.nl
132142@buas.nl
132142@buas.nl
170116@buas.nl
152623@buas.nl
170116@buas.nl
153591@buas.nl
152623@buas.nl
132142@buas.nl
153591@buas.nl
153591@buas.nl
132142@buas.nl
151097@buas.nl
153591@buas.nl
151097@buas.nl
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey
Contact via Kelsey

A call sheet was sent to cast and crew for the filming day, which can be found in appendix Q.

Actor/talent releases

All actors and talents involved in filming the commercials signed a release form in order to use the material. There were 4
main actors and 1 extra who made their appearance in the commercial. Their release forms can be found in appendix R.

Location releases

Three different locations were used to film the two commercials. One location was the park, which is public space, so no
release form is necessary. The other two locations were Karnemelkstraat 6B4 and Havermarkt 12. These location releases
can be found in appendix S.

Pitch script

The script of the pitch for this branded entertainment concept is the following:
[opening / icebreaker]
Good afternoon everyone. Did you all have a good holiday break? Being with family is always very nice, isn’t it? Being
home with family and friends is always fun, and that is exactly what we are here to talk about. And the company we are
trying to solve a problem for as well, Douwe Egberts.
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And you might be thinking: How do they have a problem? Well, according to our research they have troubles. Millenials
like us know Douwe Egberts, they like to drink it when they are at their parents or grandparents, but they don’t buy
it themselves. Any idea why? That is because they associate Douwe Egberts with their parents or grandparents, not
themselves. So our goal is to change the brand attitude of 18 - 25 year olds towards Douwe Egberts
So we got to thinking, how can we solve this problem? It is not that people in the age of 18-25, like you, don’t know what
home is. You are all in a stage that you’re moving out from your parents’ home. You start building your own homes. You’re
also so connected with each other through social media. We found out that you do really care for each other and I will
explain you why.
Letting someone know you care for them can be done in multiple ways. How often does someone ask you to text them
if you get home safe after a night out? Let’s be honest, how often do you forget?! This might be a simple question, but it
does show that someone cares about you. To help out all millennials out there who forget to text when they get home we
would like to introduce you to the DE Home Application
[show app]
This is not the only problem the DE Home app can solve. We are all very busy, or at least it seems that way. The truth is
that sometimes you are home and available to meet up. With the coffee mode in the DE Home App you can easily change
your status and let others know that you have time for a cup of coffee. This makes it easier to invite someone over to
reconnect offline with the people you love.
[show video]
[further explanation on video if necessary]
So, make sure you text your friends back you’re home, with the DE Home app. Thank you!

Pitch storyboards

Appendix T contains the slides used during the pitch of the branded entertainment concept.
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Appendix A: Research Questions List
Douwe Egberts
Goals

What do millennials think is worth spending money on?
Spending habits and what the reason is for that type of behavior (brand/price)
The trends of people drinking ‘drip coffee’
Do more people drink them these days or don’t they?
How/why do millennials express their identity through brands?
What brands of coffee do most millennials consume?
Trends and developments in society
Developments in media behavior
Figures of existing concepts (with same success factors)

Who drinks Douwe Egberts?
Personality
Backstory
Way of living
Crazy ideas
Where/why/when do you drink DE?

Personality questions

What motivates you?
What are some of your hobbies?
When you were a child, what did you want to be when you grew up?
What is your favorite quote and why?
What is your favorite novel and why?
What is your favorite movie and why?
What is your favorite TV show and why?
If you retired tomorrow and wanted to start a wildly different second career, what would you do?
Tell me about your proudest non-work achievement.
What is your greatest fear?
Which is worse to regret: a mistake you made or not having tried something?
Do you enjoy travel?
Where is your favorite place to visit?
Describe a personal hero of yours.
Are you a morning person or a night owl?

Coffee questions

Why do you drink DE coffee (or other coffee like products)?
Taste / Convenience / price / energy boost
When do you drink DE?
On the go / DIY coffee / Café / friends place
Emotional: tired / thirsty / etc.
How do you feel when you drink the first sip of your coffee

Question:

Relevance:

Demographics:
1. What is your gender?
2. How old are you?
3. Where are you from?

1. To see if there is a difference between the coffee
consumption of men and women (DeFranzo, 2012).
2. To define in which age category they fall and to
connect them with a specific age generation, that can
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4. What is your occupation at the moment?
5. What is your ethnicity?
6. What is your marital status?

help us understand the target group more.
3. To verify that they’re coming from the Netherlands,
if not their input might not be usable for this research,
seeing that we are focusing on Douwe Egberts
consumption in the Netherlands.
4. People who work full time might drink coffee
differently than respondents that are still in school.
5. A person’s ethnicity or culture may influence his/
her responses to survey questions (DeFranzo, 2012).
6. Respondents who are married may respond to
questions differently than those who are separated
or single (DeFranzo, 2012). The number of people in
the household and their age ranges may influence the
amount of coffee consumption.

Tell us how you start your day?
- Name 3 things you absolutely need to start the day?
- If you’re short on time, are there certain steps in
your morning routine you won’t skip even if it means
you’re going to be late?
- If you could change one thing about your morning
routine, what would it be and why?

We want to get an understanding of people’s morning
rituals. And want to see if they will mention coffee as
a part of this morning routine or not to get a better
understanding of when and if people drink coffee in
the morning.

Do you drink coffee?
Yes:
- Why do you drink coffee?
- How many cups of coffee do you drink during the
day?
- How do you like to drink your coffee? (black, milk,
sugar, milk & sugar, etc.)
- Do you drink your coffee instantly or do you like to
take your time to enjoy your coffee?

We want to see if people have experience drinking
coffee. And if they have stopped consuming coffee or
never tried it before what their reasoning behind this
(change in) behaviour is (Markettest, 2018).

No:
- Why do you not drink coffee?
- Why do you no longer drink coffee?

Tell us about the moment during your day when you
drink coffee?
Are you a person who drinks coffee on the go?
Do you prefer to drink your coffee at home?
Do you only drink coffee when you are for example
visiting someone else’s house and they offer you a
cup of coffee?
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We want to know more about the experience of them
drinking coffee. What happens and why do they drink
coffee in the first place

Which brand and type of coffee do you drink most
often?
- Is this also the coffee brand you enjoy most? If
no,why do you drink this brand instead of your
prefered brand?

To check the difference between availability and
preference and link that to their personality

Which brand or type of coffee do you enjoy the most?
- What is your favorite coffee drink?
- Why do you enjoy this brand more than other
brands?
- Why do you enjoy fresh/instant coffee more than
fresh/instant coffee?

To check the difference between availability and
preference and link that to their personality. Is there
a difference in brand preference in comparison to age
and gender?

Do you currently own a coffee machine at home?
- What is the reason you do or do not own a coffee
machine?
- What type of coffee machine do you own?
- Since you have owned a coffee machine, did you
start drinking more coffee than before?
- Would you be interesting in purchasing a(nother)
coffee machine?

We want to see how many of our participants own a
coffee machine and what this has done to their coffee
consumption.

Where do you buy the coffee you use at home?
- Why do you buy your coffee at this point?
- What’s an important factor for you to buy coffee at
this place?
- Would you buy your coffee at another place if the
price/brand/availability was similar to the store you
are using now?

We want to see if people purchase their homemade
coffee from supermarkets, corner stores, wholesaler,
online, cafés etc. Where do they make their purchase
and why do they use this type of purchase to buy their
coffee (Markettest, 2018)?

Describe a place (realistic or not) where you’d love to
drink your next coffee?
- Des this place exist?
- How much money would you be willing to pay to
make this experience possible?

We want to see what people’s ultimate coffee
experience would be, and if we can use these ‘dreams’
for our concept.
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How often do you visit coffee shops/bars (like for
example Starbucks, Bagels & Beans, or Café DE)
- What is your favorite coffee shop/bar?
- Why do you visita coffee shop/bar?
- Do you only visit one type of coffee bar, like for
example only Starbucks, or do you visit different
coffee shops/bars?
- What makes you go into a certain coffee shop/bar?
- If you have never been to a coffee bar, why not? And
what would be needed for you to visit?
- How much do you on average spend on a coffee
shop/bar (per visit)?

To see if participants have visited coffee bars and
what they look for in these type of bars.

Are there any flavours or combinations of coffee that
you think should be brought to the market?
Why do you think this flavour/combination does not
exist yet on the market?

To check the difference between availability and
preference and link that to their personality. Is there
a difference in brand preference in comparison to age
and gender?

* Focus Groups and interviews
* Target group is millennials (1980-2000) > 1995 - 2000
We’ll need stories of people that are role models/influencers for a larger group of people. They don’t necessarily need to
be famous or well known. However their personality or story needs to inspire people.
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Appendix B: Consent forms
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Consent form for research: Coffee Consuming Behaviour
Insight
FAMKE HURKMANS

Name of participant: ______________________________
(First Name and Surname – please fill out in capital letters)
FAMKE HURKMANS

I _______________________________________ (name of participant) understand the
purpose of the research and agree to participate in this research project.
I have read this consent form and the information sheet and had the opportunity to ask
questions about them and I understand what I am giving permission for.
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this project.
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this project at any time during the
interview.
I agree to my answers in focus groups and interviews being used for research.
I agree to audio recordings of my answers and activities being used for research.
I hereby consent to the use of my name, quotes, images or videos of myself being
published in further reports of research within this topic.
Signature of Participant

Name of Researcher:
Kelsey van Zoggel
Signature of Researcher:

Place & Date: Breda, September 18, 2018
3
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Consent form for research: Coffee Consuming Behaviour
Insight

(First Name and Surname – please fill out in capital letters)

Oskam
_____________________________
Name of participant: _Julia

Julia Oskam
I _______________________________________
(name of participant) understand the
purpose of the research and agree to participate in this research project.
I have read this consent form and the information sheet and had the opportunity to ask
questions about them and I understand what I am giving permission for.
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this project.
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this project at any time during the
interview.
I agree to my answers in focus groups and interviews being used for research.
I agree to audio recordings of my answers and activities being used for research.
I hereby consent to the use of my name, quotes, images or videos of myself being
published in further reports of research within this topic.
Signature of Participant
_____________________________________________________________
Name of Researcher:

Laurie Oskam

_____________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher:
________________________________________
Breda, October 1st
Place & Date: _____________________________

3
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Laurie Oskam

Breda, October 1st
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Consent form for research: Coffee Consuming Behaviour
Insight
Name of participant: Tess van der Voort
(First Name and Surname – please fill out in capital letters)
I Tess van der Voort (name of participant) understand the purpose of the research and
agree to participate in this research project.
I have read this consent form and the information sheet and had the opportunity to ask
questions about them and I understand what I am giving permission for.
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this project.
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this project at any time during the
interview.
I agree to my answers in focus groups and interviews being used for research.
I agree to audio recordings of my answers and activities being used for research.
I hereby consent to the use of my name, quotes, images or videos of myself being
published in further reports of research within this topic.
Signature of Participant

Name of Researcher:
Kelsey van Zoggel
Signature of Researcher:

Place & Date: Breda, September 18, 2018

Consent form for research: Coffee Consuming Behaviour
Insight
Name of participant: Wendy Verberne

I Wendy Verberne understand the purpose of the research and agree to participate in
this research project.

I have read this consent form and the information sheet and had the opportunity to ask
questions about them and I understand what I am giving permission for.

I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this project.

I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this project at any time during the
interview.

I agree to my answers in focus groups and interviews being used for research.

I agree to audio recordings of my answers and activities being used for research.

I hereby consent to the use of my name, quotes, images or videos of myself being
published in further reports of research within this topic.
Signature of Participant

Name of Researcher:
Kelsey van Zoggel
Signature of Researcher:

Place & Date: Breda, September 23, 2018

3
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18 - 09 -2018 - BREDA

Consent form for research: Coffee Consuming Behaviour
Insight

(First Name and Surname – please fill out in capital letters)

NAOMI MELCHERS
Name of participant: ______________________________

NAOMI MELCHERS
I _______________________________________
(name of participant) understand the
purpose of the research and agree to participate in this research project.

I have read this consent form and the information sheet and had the opportunity to ask
questions about them and I understand what I am giving permission for.

I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in this project.

I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this project at any time during the
interview.

I agree to my answers in focus groups and interviews being used for research.

I agree to audio recordings of my answers and activities being used for research.

I hereby consent to the use of my name, quotes, images or videos of myself being
published in further reports of research within this topic.
Signature of Participant

_____________________________________________________________
Name of Researcher:

Laurie Oskam
_____________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher:

________________________________________

Breda, 19th of September 2018
Place & Date: _____________________________

3
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Appendix C: Results

Owning a coffee machine
Right now she owns a senseo machine. Since she has the coffee machine she started
drinking more coffee, because her parents didn’t drink coffee, so neither did she. Now it’s
easier for her to drink coffee.
When she buys a house and has more money she hopes to buy a more expensive machine
with her boyfriend. One with fresh coffee beans.

Place to buy
She buys her coffee to use at home at AH because the shop is downstairs from her
apartment. Where she buys coffee would depend on where the shop is located. Whatever is
most nearby she would go to.

Coffee shops/bars
I really love the place Inspire in Breda. They have all different kinds of coffee. I want to spent
below 5 euros for one coffee. I visit coffee bars once per two weeks and I go to Inspire,
Starbucks or a different place where you can drink coffee and study, or just chat with friends.
Mostly I go to Breda center, but it can also depend on where I meet with friends.
I love cosy, when I drink my coffee I want to feel like I drink it at home. Like a place with
couches and really nice chairs and nice places to sit.
On average I spent 10 or 15 euros per visit in a coffee bar.

New flavour ideas
I really don’t know.

Douwe Egberts

________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
Energy, morning, study, waking up. It gives me a more awake feeling, for when I have to
study.

Opinion Douwe Egberts
I really like it, I like all the stuff they do, but it’s also expensive for students or people with a
low-income. I love it, but for my paycheck it’s too expensive. To change my opinion they
could have different kinds of products with different kinds of prizes.
Douwe Egberts is fairtrade, they are really old, like a 100+ years back. I remember it from
when I was little. My grandma had a box from Douwe Egberts with her coffee beans in it. I
know the brand, but I’ve never drank it. I do have a coffee mug from Douwe Egberts, got it
from my mom.

Name participant: Tess van der Voort

Demographics

Interviewer: Kelsey van Zoggel

________________________________________________________________________
Gender: female
Age: 24
Place of residence: Breda
Occupation: working
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: has a boyfriend

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________

Start of the day
Need a shower, my breakfast, and a cup of tea or coffee. Won’t skip shower because
otherwise I feel like a zombie and I’m very cranky all day. Would like a healthier breakfast in
the morning.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Started drinking coffee while working at a cafe. You had to taste everything so she also
drank coffee. First cup was regular black coffee, I hated it but then I loved latte macchiato.
Started drinking black coffee with sugar during college when she needed to finish her
papers.
She drinks coffee to concentrate and stay awake. Drinks 1 or 2 cups of coffee during the
day. When she studies she drinks more coffee. Mostly drinking coffee with milk.
Takes her time to drink coffee. When she doesn’t have the time she doesn’t drink coffee.

Moment of consuming
When she’s in a train she goes to Starbucks beforehand. Most of the time she is relaxing
while drinking coffee or at a cafe and studying. She really likes to take the time to drink.
She prefers to drink coffee at home instead of on the go.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
She drinks at home AH senseo pads with mocha flavor. On the go she drinks Starbucks.
She doesn’t drink another brand so she doesn’t know the difference. But from the AH brand
she likes the mocha flavor more than the other flavors. She prefers fresh coffee over instant
coffee.
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Interviewer: Kelsey van Zoggel

________________________________________________________________________

Name participant: Famke Hurkmans

The brand Douwe Egberts feels like home, like it’s always been there, you know it’s good,
because they exist for so many years. If you buy it, you know it’s good, it’s like home. If you
go somewhere and they have that you know it’s fine and cosy and you can drink it.
I never drank Douwe Egberts coffee before. Or I didn’t know that I drank it.

Gender: female
Age: 16
Place of residence: Someren-Eind
Occupation: scholar
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: single

Start of the day
Stay in my bed for 10 more minutes, because I can’t get up yet. Need my phone and check
everything. And I need a glass of water. I’ll never skip brushing my teeth, because the
feeling when you don’t do it is too disgusting.
I would like not to stay in my bed for so long, so I have more time in the morning, maybe to
do some stuff for school or take more time for breakfast.

________________________________________________________________________

Coffee consuming behavior

Demographics

First date ordering coffee
It would be fine. You can drink coffee before a meal, after a meal, next to desert, in the
morning. You can drink coffee all day long at really fancy restaurants but also on the street.
It would make me feel fine, nothing different. Would go on second date if it’s not like a
non-fat latte goat milk, but just normal coffee with milk is alright.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
If you have Douwe Egberts coffee at home it tells me that you have a good paycheck, so I
don’t mind! I could drink a cup of coffee here. You know you’re going to drink good coffee
and no shitty coffee.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
Douwe Egberts coffee drinkers are more middle-aged people like in their thirties or fourties,
who have a steady life, who know what they want. Also older people, because in the past
you didn’t have many different brands of coffee, so they drink Douwe Egberts because they
also drank it in the early years. So older people, not the young generation.
These drinkers know that Douwe Egberts is good and they won’t change very likely when a
cheaper brand comes along. They stay at Douwe Egberts.
Maybe later I start buying Douwe Egberts depending on if I like it, because I’ve never tasted
it.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Sometimes I drink coffee. We don’t have the coffee that I like at home, we have cappuccino
powder where you just need to add hot water. Sometimes I drink it by adding milk but I don’t
have time for that in the morning. When we’re on vacation and we have breakfast at a hotel
or something then I will take coffee because that’s not the coffee we have at home.
When I drink coffee I do like latte macchiato, or as long as there’s enough milk in it.
First sip was from one of my parents’ cup (the fake cappuccino powder) and then I tried
something on my own so I would like it better.
I like the taste of coffee, I don’t drink it to feel more awake. I drink it once a month.

Moment of consuming
I do take my time to drink coffee because usually it’s too hot to drink it. I drink it at home,
never on the go. When someone else offers me something that I like at their house, I will
drink it.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
Sometimes I drink the cappuccino powder from Buijsman that my parents have. But
sometimes they do have these sticks where you add hot water and you can drink latte
macchiato or something, but I don’t know the brand.
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Owning a coffee machine
I believe we do have one to make a big can of coffee, but we only use it at birthdays. I woud
like to have another one, but I don’t think the rest of my family agrees! I would like to have a
coffee machine that you see on these commercials with which you can make all kinds of
coffee and hot chocolate. But I don’t think the rest of my family agrees because they would
have to pay for it.

Place to buy
We buy the coffee at Jan Linders or Jumbo, I think because it’s the brand we always have
and my parents don’t want to switch.

Coffee shops/bars
Outside a cafe in the city where it’s very busy and just watch all the people coming by. But I
do like it better when it’s cold outside, because coffee is a hot drink. For the coffee I would
pay about 3 or 4 euros, I don’t know what’s the usual price. I think normally I pay about 4
euros for a latte macchiato. For me that’s okay because I don’t drink it that often.
I do come at Starbucks where I usually order a frappuccino or hot chocolate. I would like to
try something else but I always get the same thing and I’m afraid I don’t like something
different. I don’t want to pay like 5 euros for a coffee that I might not like and then I’d have to
throw it away. I want to make sure I like it. If it was cheaper then I would try it.
I usually buy hot chocolate at Starbucks and I really like it so I don’t feel like going
somewhere else.

New flavour ideas
I like mocha but they already have it. I’m not sure if I like coffee with vanilla but I would like to
try it. I don’t know anything new.

Douwe Egberts

________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
It’s cold, I don’t like coffee when the weather is hot outside. So the winter, sitting inside in a
restaurant or cafeteria. Snow, winter, ice skating.

Opinion Douwe Egberts
I know the brand and have seen the commercials, but I don’t think I’ve ever tried it, because
they usually have stuff to put in coffee machines and we don’t have one.
I know it’s a very old brand, but that’s all I know.

First date ordering coffee
It depends on where you are and what time of the year it is. If it’s summer I don’t know why
people would order coffee because it’s too hot. But if it’s winter and you would go on a
casual date I think it would be normal to order a cup of coffee. Maybe if you’re going for
dinner and the first thing they order is a cup of coffee, I think that’s weird. I think it’s better to
start with a normal drink instead of coffee because it wouldn’t be nice to have with your food.
If people order a coffee they would be older than me, because people from my age don’t
very often order a coffee, especially when you’re on a date. My friends don’t drink coffee
very often, some do, because otherwise they think they can’t survive or something!

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I would think they like to drink coffee. Douwe Egberts is such a famous brand, so it’s also
more expensive than cheap brand like Lidl or Aldi so I think if they have Douwe Egberts,
they like to drink coffee. Because if you drink coffee once a month I don’t think you buy a
real brand.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
They are adults, because if you are a student you don’t have the money to buy all the
A-brands and you are already happy when you can actually afford some food. So I think it
will be adults and elderly people. They are probably drinking coffee their whole lives, they
like it and are willing to pay extra for it.
If you don’t make that much money but do like Douwe Egberts you can still be willing to pay
for it, so I don’t think there is any difference in occupation, because if you really like
something you are willing to pay for it.
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Name participant:

Emira Luk

Interviewer: Ruby Visser

Demographics
________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Female
Age: 22
Place of residence: Delft
Occupation: Student
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: Single
Coffee consuming behavior
________________________________________________________________________
Start of the day
At the start of my day, I wake up, take a shower and go downstairs for some breakfast. I
also, always need coffee otherwise I won’t be able to start my day.
Amount and type of coffee consumed
I drink about 2-3 cups of day, always with milk and sugar. I have it usually when I’m on my
way out or if I’m at school. Whatever’s available at the moment I take.
Moment of consuming
I usually drink in the morning, to start my day. I also tend to drink a cup or two throughout the
day when I’m at school, especially when it’s the middle of the end of the day and I still need
to power through a couple more hours.
Purchase attitude
________________________________________________________________________
Brand of coffee
I’m not really someone that looks at brands of coffee, at the moment. I usually just take
whatever I have at home. I currently live with my Oma so she usually has the standard old
Douwe Egberts, so I get a lot of classic coffee, which is great.
Owning a coffee machine
I don’t live on my own so I don’t own my own coffee machine just yet. However, by the time I
move out, I’m definitely going to get one.
Place to buy
I usually buy on the go, so usually at the train station. I don’t really do the groceries at home,
all the time, so I let my Oma get the coffee when it runs out.

Coffee shops/bars
I love going to Starbucks. If I’ve had my payday and have had a difficult day, I always stop
by a Starbucks to treat myself. It’s the best feeling in the world.

New flavour ideas
I don’t quite know. Almost everything’s been thought of by Starbucks, right? If there were
any other new flavours invented, I think that could be overkill.

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________

Association coffee
Douwe Egberts has always been a staple in my family, especially since I live with my oma.

Opinion Douwe Egberts
I think it’s good coffee! I just think it’s more something my oma would choose than I would if I
were to do the coffee shopping on my own. In a perfect world, I’d be able to make my own
caramel macchiato at home every single day.

First date ordering coffee
I’ve actually never went on a coffee date as a first date! I’ve always just done fun outside
activities or the movies, but I can imagine that going on a first date at a coffee house would
be fun! Would be fun to see what my date would order.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I wouldn’t mind it if I went over to a friend’s house and saw that they had Douwe Egberts as
coffee. It depends on the friend, I guess. Typically people who have Douwe Egberts coffee
at home are people who I think are pretty grounded in life.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
I think the typical Douwe Egberts consumer is someone that really like classic black coffee,
who’s grounded, and a little bit old fashioned. That’s if they’re of the younger generation. It’s
quite normal to see the older generation have Douwe Egberts in their cupboards.
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Name participant:

Daisy Zwart

Interviewer: Ruby Visser

Demographics
________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Female
Age: 23
Place of residence: Alkmaar
Occupation: Student
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: Single
Coffee consuming behavior
________________________________________________________________________
Start of the day
Wake up, shower & coffee. Coffee before everything.
Amount and type of coffee consumed
I usually drink about 2 cups of coffee just to start off my morning. Black. There’s no other
way I can drink it in the morning. I’m really into health and fitness so I really don’t like to drink
my coffee with added sugars or anything.
Moment of consuming
I usually drink a couple of cups in the morning and then another two cups throughout the
afternoon. I tend to drink also another cup right before working out; it helps burn more fat,
did you know that?
Purchase attitude
________________________________________________________________________
Brand of coffee
The brand of coffee I usually drink is Nespresso. I love the different types of black coffee
they have in those capsules. It’s so convenient that I don’t need to grind the beans myself.
Owning a coffee machine
I do own my own coffee machine and that’s a Nespresso machine.
Place to buy
Well I usually buy my Nespresso capsules online because I’m usually on the go. It’s super
convenient how you can buy your coffee and have it delivered in huge boxes, waiting for you
when you get home!

Coffee shops/bars
When I’m on the go, I usually grab something quick from the Kiosk or Albert Heijn To Go;
they usually have decent coffee.

For coffee shops and bars, I don’t mind going to Starbucks every once in a while, for a sweet
treat. Sometimes you have to treat yourself! I do like going to local cafes though. You usually
get more authentic coffee when going to those types of places instead of the chains.

New flavour ideas
I need more pumpkin in my life! I am such a huge fan of the pumpkin spice latte and I’m so
upset that no other place, other than Starbucks, serves that!

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________

Association coffee
Ahh, Douwe Egberts. I usually get that whenever I’m visiting my grandparents or aunt’s and
uncle’s houses.

Opinion Douwe Egberts
I think it’s a typical “old-people” brand where not a lot of thought goes into the brand.

First date ordering coffee
I love first date coffee dates. They’re my favorite. I love how you can see who the person is
based on the type of coffee he orders. Like if he were to order Douwe Egberts coffee, you
know he’s somewhat traditional and doesn’t like to play games.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I actually don’t have any friends who have Douwe Egberts at home. My friends usually go for
the same type of coffee I go for, at the local cafes.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
When I think of a Douwe Egberts consumer I immediately think of my grandfather. He’s
always been so loyal to that brand, for as long as I can remember! Someone who’s more
traditional and sticks to his word.
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Name participant:

Sefanja Banus

Interviewer: Ruby Visser

Demographics
________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Female
Age: 25
Place of residence: Amsterdam
Occupation: Studio Manager / Production Manager
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: Single
Coffee consuming behavior
________________________________________________________________________
Start of the day
In the beginning of my day, I wake up, shower, get dressed, and set on the coffee machine. I
drink a cup of coffee and then my way to the studio for work.
Amount and type of coffee consumed & Moment of consuming
I drink about 3 cups in the morning. One at home and two when I get to work. I then also
drink 2 or 3 more cups throughout the afternoon. All black nespresso.
Purchase attitude
________________________________________________________________________
Brand of coffee
I usually drink Nespresso, because that’s what I usually drink at work and I’m used to it. So
it’s become more of my lifestyle lately.
Owning a coffee machine
I do own my own coffee machine.
Place to buy
I never go to a store, I order everything online because my work hours don’t let me. I also
hate going into a store to buy things.
Coffee shops/bars
The only time I ever go into a coffee shop for coffee, it’s always on the way somewhere,
especially if I know I have to drive a couple of hours. I usually stop at a gas station
somewhere for this because it happens to be on the way to my destination.
New flavour ideas
I’m not someone that likes different flavours in my coffee, so I guess I don’t have an answer
for this.

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
It was my first cup of coffee!

Opinion Douwe Egberts
I hated it at first, but who really likes their first cup of coffee anyway? After a while, I grew to
love it. I have a lot of good memories with that.

First date ordering coffee
If I were on a first date and my date ordered Douwe Egberts, I would think either he’s lived
under a rock or he’s just really down to earth. Douwe Egberts is not a coffee that someone
“extra” would order.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I have a couple of friends who have Douwe Egberts at home. They’re really great friends! I
guess the type of coffee that people have at home kind of reflect who they are as people. Or
maybe I’m wrong.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
I don’t think Douwe Egberts has a “typical” consumer. I think Douwe Egberts is consumed by
everyone at every age. Their consumers are people who love to drink coffee.
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Name participant:

Demographics

Martijn van Gils

Interviewer: Manouk van Vugt

________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Male
Age: 23
Place of residence: Goirle
Occupation: Part-time student, part-time worker at Maas Jacobs
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: In a relationship

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
I don’t buy coffee, I get it for free at work. My mom and dad buy Douwe Egberts for the
coffee machine at home but I don’t really have a preference. I also have tasted Nespresso
which I kind of liked, but I feel like the coffee machines always give an aftertaste.

Owning a coffee machine
Right now I live with my parents so they have the coffee machine build in their kitchen. But
when I would live on my own I would rather buy a drip coffee machine for filter coffee instead
of the other coffee machines. It tastes better from a filter coffee perspective. Or when I’m
maybe older and have more money an Italian coffee machine. It tastes better than other
machines and I feel like the quality of them is better.

Place to buy
I don’t buy coffee, I get it. I would buy coffee if I used public transit and had spare time to
wait on my train, but I drive by car so it isn’t really necessary for me to buy coffee. The only
circumstance I would buy coffee now it maybe when I am on my way to a client for a long
drive and I want to make a pit-stop at like a drive-through or a gas-station.

________________________________________________________________________
Start of the day
I start my day around 6:30 / 7:00 o'clock, I shower, get dressed and immediately leave for
work. At work I start drinking coffee.

Coffee shops/bars
Sometimes I go to a coffee shop, but I don’t have a preference. I often just go where it looks
nice or what my friends think is nice. But I don’t go there that often. I don’t have that much
time to go there.

Douwe Egberts

New flavour ideas
Maybe very strange flavours. I don’t know how they would taste but if someone made like a
limited edition strawberry coffee, I would be interested in trying. Maybe like lemon, pistache
or anything like that..

Amount and type of coffee consumed
I drink my coffee mostly black, I believe this is the most healthy option to drink coffee so I
stay away from milk and sugar. On an average day I can drink 8 cups a day, mostly in the
morning. I don’t know what brand they serve at work but that is where I most often drink
coffee. Sometimes I get coffee from a place like Dunkin’ Donuts or Starbucks but then I’d
rather have a luxury drink like a latte for the price instead of black coffee.

Moment of consuming
It helps me focus on work and keep me awake. I sleep late and stay in bed long so coffee
helps me focus on the (difficult) tasks that I do. I started drinking coffee when I was 14 with
lots of milk and sugar to feel grown up I guess and now I just drink it black. I like the taste of
it, but the caffeine is the most important thing for me. I also often drink when visiting family or
friends.

________________________________________________________________________

Association coffee
I associate coffee with several things. First with (1) human company, since I drink coffee
often when I come over to family, (2) Work because that is where I usually drink my coffee,
(3) productivity because that is what I feel it gives me and (4) Relaxation, just coziness and
hanging out with friends and family.
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Opinion Douwe Egberts
In my eyes DE is a bit old-fashioned. I assume that they exist for a long time, and the way
that they market themselves seems a bit old-fashioned. I think the taste of the coffee is fine,
it's delicious.

First date ordering coffee
I think this is fine, it says that she is grown-up and maybe more serious about her life instead
of when she would order like a fristi. When she would specifically ask for a DE at a cafe or
bar I would think strange of her. I don’t believe coffee is like specialty beer, so why ask for a
specific brand of coffee in that situation. However if she would love to go to a DE cafe
specifically, I’m okay with that. I don’t care where I drink my coffee, but specifically asking for
one brand of coffee is a bit much for me.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I don’t think they would be old-fashioned. I’m just more wondering how expensive it would be
to have it. It’s good coffee so I don’t think that would be an issue.
Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
I believe that would be my mom. I associate DE with middle aged or older people and with a
lower to medium income. But a typical DE consumer would drink a lot of coffee in my eyes.

Name participant:

Demographics

Bram van Vugt

Interviewer: Manouk van Vugt

________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Male
Age: 21
Place of residence: Dongen
Occupation: Working full-time at Sibelco
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: in a relationship

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________

Start of the day
My alarm goes off, I go to the bathroom, make my breakfast and leave for work. I usually
wake up at around 6:30 and I am at work at 9:00. At work is where I start my day with
drinking coffee.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Day to day at work, I drink around 4 cups of coffee. Just spread out of the day untill 3PM.
That is when I stop drinking coffee. It is black, old filter coffee. But when I’m not at work I can
go for days without. I am not really addicted to coffee perse. And I don’t drink it for the
caffeine but for the taste. I like the taste of black coffee.

Moment of consuming
It is a habit of drinking coffee at work and they don’t have anything else. When I come over
to other people and they offer me coffee I drink it, more for the “gezelligheid”, being social,
not because someone else is drinking it. They often ask me “Bakske?” and then I say yeah
sure.

The first time I drank coffee was when I was 16, with milk and sugar at my grandma’s. She
gave it to me and I wanted to see what the fuss was all about. I didn’t like it that time. But the
second time I drank it black and then I liked it.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
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I don’t have a particular brand I lean towards, I only know what I don’t like: senseo. That one
is too watery, flat and doesn’t taste like good coffee in my opinion. I like my coffee black,
usually filter coffee, mild and not to strong of a flavor and intensity.

Owning a coffee machine
Right now I don’t drink coffee at home, because my parents have bought a Senseo device
and I hate that coffee. When I would live on my own I would probably buy a device that
makes filter coffee, but mostly for potential guests to come over or when I really have the
urge for coffee. I wouldn’t buy those nespresso things, because I like the taste of filter coffee.
Plus with that I can regulate how I want the coffee to be.

Place to buy
I don’t buy coffee perse, but I would buy coffee for a filter machine at the supermarket when I
have one. Not a particular brand.

Coffee shops/bars
Sometimes I go to a cafe in Dongen, de Bok or Janssen, around 5 times a year, but not
specifically to drink coffee there. Most of the time it is for dinner and then I have coffee as a
dessert and to talk with the people I’m having dinner with. It’s more to close off the dinner. I
don’t experience of drink the coffee differently there, it just happens to be that I drink it there.

New flavour ideas
I don’t have any particular idea of how to do It. I just like my coffee normal, mild and natural
and not too strong. It should be just coffee, otherwise it is not coffee.

Douwe Egberts

________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
I associate it with “gezelligheid”, like for instance I volunteer at the “Zomerspelen” in Dongen
and there we often drink coffee before any meeting with the committee. Without this fun
starter of catching up with each other, talking about the serious stuff is just not going to
happen. Things of like “how was your weekend” etcetera are often discussed when drinking
coffee and I like that.
Opinion Douwe Egberts
The first and only thing I can really think about is Senseo, and I hate senseo. I don’t know
how DE is, but I don’t like senseo.
First date ordering coffee

Is fine by me. Coffee is coffee, I don’t associate someone drinking DE or any coffee with
something, I don’t think about it. Going to a DE cafe specifically is fine. As long as they have
coffee and it is “gezellig” then it is fine by me, but specifically asking for DE at a cafe makes
her look like a whiner in my eyes. Coffee is coffee and I don’t see or taste a difference. Just
act normal.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I don’t think more or less of them. DE is good coffee, and I don’t interfere with what my friend
drinks.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
A typical consumer for DE would be the people that actually save up those tickets for points.
Middle aged with normal income. I think they have learned to drink DE from their past. But
honestly, I don’t know why someone would stick to one brand. Maybe because they like it.
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Interviewer: Manouk van Vugt

beginning, then shifted to actual coffee when I got older. I drink it now with sugars, I can
drink it black, but like it with sugar in it better.

Britta Wetzels

Name participant:

Purchase attitude

Demographics
________________________________________________________________________

Brand of coffee
I like Lidl’s iced coffee and Jumbo’s iced coffee. But the Lidl one is a bit softer and sweeter
than the Jumbo one. It tastes like they added sugar in that one already. However I do tend to
drink hot coffee more, then I drink Douwe Egberts, Jumbo and Lidl, preferrably the Lidl one.

Opinion Douwe Egberts

Association coffee
I drink so much coffee. “Gezelligheid” with friends is one, but I also associate it with my
family like my grandma, mother or father. There is always coffee. That is the biggest
association I have. Coffee can bring people together, and whenever I am together with them
I need to have coffee or we talk about coffee.

________________________________________________________________________

Douwe Egberts

New flavour ideas
No not really. I really craved a stronger cappuccino, which they now sell almost everywhere.
Almost like an espresso in a cappuccino.

Coffee shops/bars
Noh I would go to Starbucks just to drink something if my friends want to be there, I would
never go there myself. When I go there, I just order a cappucinno, nothing too fancy. But it
doesn’t have any extra value for me to go and sit there. And for the flavour and price
difference, it is not worth it. I often drink the same when I am at home. It just costs more.

Place to buy
I buy it at school, at the train station or at work. In the city I sometimes go to McDonalds, that
coffee is okay. Depends on where I am during the day where I buy it. I sometimes also go to
the bookstore in tilburg where they have a cafe, Gianotten.

Owning a coffee machine
Yeah I have this filter coffee machine, bought from the second hand store and it makes a lot
of coffee at once, which I like. I like filter coffee the best, the actual coffee machines at other
people at home are good, but with filter coffee you can make it how you would like it and
choose your own grounded beans. Feels very “huiselijk”. I also drank luxury coffee at my
parent’s place, but it always tasted a bit off.

________________________________________________________________________

Gender:Female
Age: 22
Place of residence: Tilburg
Occupation: Student
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: in a relationship

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________
Start of the day
At first I wake up and shower, do my make-up an hair and leave or just netflix. I don’t have
time to drink coffee in the morning, so I drink it on my way to school or work. I also don’t like
making the coffee in the morning.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
That depends, at home maybe 2 cups of iced coffee or at my sister’s place. But at school or
work between 5 - 15 cups of coffee. I drink cappuccino or Latte Macchiato with extra sugar
or buy iced coffee.

Moment of consuming
I often drink when I’m on the go or when I come over to other people. At home I just drink
Iced coffee that I bought. At work or school I drink a lot more. I just crave for coffee some
days, because of the taste. Sometimes because I am tired, maybe it is a placebo effect on
me, but I feel more awake when I drink coffee. Taste is the most important part though. And
whenever I come over, it is more because they offer it to me and that take it as a “gezellig”
thing. Conversing over a cup of coffee is just fun.

My first cup of coffee was so nasty, I hated it with a passion. My mom and dad used to say
that if you would drink coffee before you 16th birthday, you would get green hair. So on my
16th birthday I got my first cup of coffee, but only started to drink it when I was 18. On that
16th birthday I got a little coffee giftset to try to drink it. I tried a cup of filter coffee, black, and
I didn’t like that. I thought “why do people drink this”. So eventually you see your mom
always drinking it, your sister drinking it and you are working on a project and was thinking of
trying it again. And I used a few sticks of instant coffee, and I liked drinking that in the
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I know its a well-known coffee brand. I like it, not a extreme liking to it, but is a good brand.
For me the quality is important. I understand that most people think it is a bit traditional, not
new or innovating, but I don’t agree with that either. I’m pretty neutral in that sense. I think
the quality is important.

First date ordering coffee
I wouldn’t really think about what they would order at a cafe, just that they like coffee. I think
brands like starbucks have a bigger stigma with that then DE since Starbucks is so “basic
white girl” . I believe DE is just neutral in that. I just get the impression that he knows what he
likes and that he has a specific taste in coffee.

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
I think that would stand out ot me more, however, coffee is coffee, never really payed
attention to what brand what they have at home, except for maybe the red packaging. Kant
really think if DE has very distinct packaging. but in the end it’s all coffee. I don’t think about
those things.

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
I believe it is mostly 40 - 50 year old men, in that direction, when I think about high quality
brands like DE or Nespresso, brands in that area. Maybe not super rich, maybe above
modal.

Name participant: Wendy Verberne

Demographics

Interviewer: Kelsey van Zoggel

________________________________________________________________________

Gender: female
Age: 23
Place of residence: Asten
Occupation: looking for a job after graduating
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: single

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________

Start of the day
In order to start the day I absolutely need to make sure I had enough sleep, I need breakfast
and coffee. I can’t skip my shower, putting on make-up and do my hair. I would like to have
more time in the morning to watch the news or something, because now I usually skip that.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
I started drinking coffee at school. I needed it mostly to finish my assignments during long
nights. I drink coffee to wake up and feel more energized. At this moment I’m drinking about
1 to 3 cups of coffee per day, but I’m planning to start working fulltime, and then I will
probably drink more coffee to feel more awake and concentrated.
I like black coffee and usually take my time to drink it.

Moment of consuming
I don’t drink coffee at home that much. Sometimes I drink before I go to work and during
working days. I also don’t drink it on the go that often, sometimes in the car.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
I drink Douwe Egberts the most, I’m satisfied with this brand. My parents also drink it and I
think it’s good coffee so I also usually drink it, since I’m still living at home. I like fresh coffee
more, because the taste is better I think.

Owning a coffee machine
At home, my parents own a coffee machine from Douwe Egberts to make the filter coffee.
We have always had one so this didn’t influence how much coffee I drank. When I have my
own home I would like to have a coffee machine too.
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Place to buy
My mom buys coffee at AH, this is convenient for her since she does all her groceries at AH.
I think I would consider another place if the price and the place of the store would be the
same.
Coffee shops/bars
I barely ever visit a coffee bar, I don’t really have a favorite. Whenever I visit one it would be
because someone else wants to go there. I usually get coffee at the kiosk or at a restaurant.
Per visit I usually spent about 5 euros. If I would really like coffee then I would visit coffee
bars more often, to especially get some kind of flavor. Because I usually drink just regular
black coffee, for me it doesn’t matter that much where I get it.
New flavour ideas
I really have no idea. For me the black coffee is fine.

Name participant: Robin van der Sanden

Demographics

Interviewer: Imke van der Sanden

________________________________________________________________________

Gender: Male
Age: 21
Place of residence: Tilburg
Occupation: Second Year College Student, part time job
Ethnicity: Caucasian
Marital status: Dating

________________________________________________________________________

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________

Start of the day
Is not a morning person and has trouble starting his day, no matter the time.

Douwe Egberts
Association coffee
Waking up and work.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Is not a regular coffee drinker. Exams in high school caused him to start drinking coffee, to
help him stay awake and alert longer. Never drinks more than two cups of coffee a day,
cause otherwise he gets a headache. Likes to drink his coffee black. Does not drink coffee
on the go, thinks it is easier to bring a bottle of soft drink he can close off and not spill.

Owning a coffee machine
He does not own a coffee machine and is not planning to buy one for the occasional cup of
coffee he drinks. He thinks instant coffee is a good alternative.

Brand of coffee
Drinks instant Douwe Egberts coffee at his student house, but only for the purpose of it
keeping him awake or alert.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Moment of consuming
Usually in the morning when he needs to wake up, or at work.

Opinion Douwe Egberts
Douwe Egberts is a fine brand. I know it for all my life already and I’m used to drink it at
home. For the rest I don’t really know much about the brand. The brand does make me feel
good and it feels familiar. The coffee makes me feel awake.
First date ordering coffee
If my date would order a coffee, I would think ‘Coffee nice, I want one too!’. Personally I don’t
always think about ordering coffee so if my date would order it, I would very often think that
it’s a good idea. It would make me feel good. If I would go on a second date depends on the
guy, the coffee has no influence on that. I think if there would be a Douwe Egberts coffee it
would say that the guy has taste.
Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
If there would be Douwe Egberts it would mean that my friend has a good taste. It tells me
that this person likes coffee.
Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
I don’t think there is a typical Douwe Egberts consumer. They could be student, working or
old and they would drink it a lot. When I look at my parents, they drink a lot of Douwe
Egberts coffee. A person drinking Douwe Egberts would probably need the coffee.

Place to buy
He buys coffee with his regular groceries at the supermarket because it is most convenient
for him.
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Coffee shops/bars
Does not really enjoy coffee if it’s not Starbucks (when he drinks coffee out of the house).
Sees coffee bars as a place to have some quality time with friends.
New flavour ideas
Would like to see hazelnut coffee in more locally owned coffee bars.

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
Associates coffee with work, because that’s where he drinks it the most. He also keeps
mentioning that he sees coffee as something that helps him to stay awake and alert.
Opinion Douwe Egberts
Likes the brand Douwe Egberts. Douwe Egberts coffee makes him feel energized. Does not
think anything special of Douwe Egberts coffee and sees it as any other coffee brand.
First date ordering coffee
Doesn’t see it as a problem, it would probably trigger him to order a coffee too. He sees
having coffee together as a social activity and something to enjoy together.
Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
No special opinion on this.
Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
Describe someone who drinks Douwe Egberts coffee as someone in their 20’s or 30’s that is
already working a full time job.

Name participant: Maité Withaegels

Demographics

Interviewer: Imke van der Sanden

________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Female
Age: 18
Place of residence:
Occupation: First Year College Student
Ethnicity: Caucasian
Marital status: Single

Coffee consuming behavior

________________________________________________________________________

Start of the day
Maité needs a cup of coffee to start her day, it helps her wake up. She makes a cup of
coffee before even getting dressed in the morning. At her young age, coffee is already a big
part of her morning routine, and it doesn’t feel right if she skips it.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Maité absolutely loves coffee. Her preferred drink is an iced caramel macchiato. She started
drinking coffee at the age of 12, when her parents offered her a cup of coffee. She drinks her
coffee with milk and sugar.

Moment of consuming
She mainly drinks coffee in the morning and when she gets home from school. However she
also drinks the occasional cup of coffee in the evening. She says she could drink coffee any
time of the day. However she does not drink more than 2-3 cups a day.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
Personally likes Starbucks coffee the most, but the brand she drinks most often is the brand
her parents buy for their coffee machine at home. She drinks this most because it’s easily
available to her, and free.

Owning a coffee machine
Her parents own a coffee machine but she has no idea which brand it is. She just knows she
enjoys the coffee. She would not be interested in buying another coffee machine because
the one they have at home gets the job done.
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Place to buy
Maité does not buy the coffee she drinks at home herself, her parents, who she still lives
with, buy their organic coffee beans at an organic store.
Coffee shops/bars
She goes to a coffee bar approximately 2-3 times a week and spends an average of 8 euros
here. She prefers to go to Starbucks because they have good coffee in her opinion.
New flavour ideas
-

Douwe Egberts

________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
Maité associates coffee with warm hugs, feeling awake and happiness.

Name participant: Lisa Ostyn

Demographics

Interviewer: Imke van der Sanden

________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Female
Age: 16
Place of residence:
Occupation: High School Student
Ethnicity: Caucasian
Marital status: Single

Coffee consuming behavior

First date ordering coffee
“I’d marry them” she jokes.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Lisa does not enjoy the taste of coffee and therefore is not a coffee drinker (yet). She says
coffee makes her unable to sleep, makes her nervous and causes her headaches.

Start of the day
Lisa starts her day getting dressed and is very determined on eating breakfast in the
morning before she leaves the house. She likes to enjoy her breakfast in the morning with a
glass of orange juice.

________________________________________________________________________

Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
Would not cause her to feel a certain way. She would just be happy they drink coffee as well,
and ask for a cup herself.

Moment of consuming
-

Opinion Douwe Egberts
She does not have a clear opinion about Douwe Egberts and thinks “It’s fine.”

Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
She describes a person that drinks Douwe Egberts coffee as “old” and sketches an image of
a middle aged person with an office job. Their kids would already have left the house and
they are “waiting for the end”.

________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude

Brand of coffee
-

Owning a coffee machine
Her parents own a Douwe Egberts coffee machine. However Lisa does not use this machine
to make herself a cup of coffee.
Place to buy
-
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Coffee shops/bars
Lisa occasionally visits a coffee bar with her friends, but instead of ordering a coffee she
prefers to order and drink hot chocolate. What she looks for in a coffee bar is for it to make
her feel cozy and at home.
New flavour ideas
-

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
She associates coffee with waking up, starting your day and feeling more energized. She
believes that people who drink coffee have a hard time getting up in the morning, and need
coffee to help them start the day.
Opinion Douwe Egberts
Lisa associates Douwe Egberts coffee with a coffee brand that her parents like to drink at
home.
First date ordering coffee
Lisa really does not like the smell of coffee so she would not be too keen on her date
ordering a coffee, however it would also not be a deal breaker to her. It would simply tell her
the person needs a cup of coffee to feel energized.
Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
No significant opinion on this.
Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
The typical Douwe Egberts coffee drinker is old in Lisa’s eyes and has grey hair. They enjoy
knitting and have worked or are working an office job. They have everything figured out in
their life and are long past the point of a mid-life crisis.

Name participant:

Jill Gouders

Interviewer: Jac Engels

Demographics
________________________________________________________________________
Gender: Female
Age: 19
Place of residence: Breda
Occupation: Student
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: Single

Coffee consuming behavior
________________________________________________________________________

Start of the day
Jill usually gets up and has breakfast. However she doesn’t consume coffee in the mornings.
She takes a while to get up so she can things easy and doesnt have to hurry.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
Jill doesn’t consume coffee regurlaly, she usually gets a cup of special coffee from
Starbucks when she passes the station or from another coffee bar in the city. Between 4 and
5 cups a month. Usually she has a variation on a Latte.

Moment of consuming
She does’t have a fixed moment of consuming. Usually on the go but not everyday. Bascly
whenever she feels like having it.

Purchase attitude
________________________________________________________________________

Brand of coffee
She isn’t set on a specific brand, however she likes special coffees more that a regular
coffee. If she had to pick a brand, Starbucks would be it.
Owning a coffee machine
She doesn’t own a coffee machine.
Place to buy
She usually buys coffee on the go.
Coffee shops/bars
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Interviewer: Jac Engels

Name participant:

Noah Pereira Martins

As mentioned earlier she likes to go to starbucks the most, but other coffee bars are an
option too.

Demographics
________________________________________________________________________

Purchase attitude
________________________________________________________________________

Moment of consuming
He drinks his coffee in the morning to get his day started. But that's usually it. If he really
feels like he needs more later then he will.

Amount and type of coffee consumed
He drinks 1 or 2 cups a day. Depending if he needs more than one cup. He doesn’t drink
“normal” coffee, he goes for something stronger like some kind of Espresso.

Start of the day
Noah usually starts his day with a shower. After that he makes coffee with is own Nespresso
machine. Usually just one small glass is enough to get me going for the day.

Coffee consuming behavior
________________________________________________________________________

Gender: Male
Age: 19
Place of residence: Breda
Occupation: Student
Ethnicity: Dutch
Marital status: Single

New flavour ideas
She’d like something with vanilla or caramel in combination with her latte. But not just a
usual sirup. I’d have to be more special than that.

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
She usually sees her grandma drink it when she’s there. And on birthday parties with the
family.
Opinion Douwe Egberts
She doesn’t really drink normal coffee at all. So she doesn’t know what it tastes like however
she doesn’t feel enticed to try it.
First date ordering coffee
She can’t really remember but it was about a year ago she thought. A friend of hers asked if
she wanted to try a latte with her at Starbucks.
Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
She wouldn’t see it as a bad thing however it doesn’t make a person more interesting.
Mostly she doesn’t really mind the brand of coffee she sees in a person's home.
Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
The typical DE user would be older than 35 she says. “I only know old people that drink
Douwe Egberts”. She couldn’t remember a time where her parents and grandma drank
something else then DE.

Brand of coffee
Nespresso

Owning a coffee machine
He got a Nespresso machine for his birthday from his mom a couple years ago. Ever since
he’s been using that to make his coffee in the morning.

Place to buy
He goes to the Nespresso store in Breda to get his pads for the machine he uses. He
doesn’t drink coffee on the go.
Coffee shops/bars
Not applicable
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New flavour ideas
He likes to try new types of Nespresso capsules but he doesn’t know any new ideas that
could be invented.

Douwe Egberts
________________________________________________________________________
Association coffee
His parents also drink Nespresso so he doesn’t have a strong connection with DE. He knows
the brand and he’s had it a couple times before. However he does think that the average DE
drinker is older than him.
Opinion Douwe Egberts
He thinks the coffee is okay but de doesn’t like the type of coffee. He’s used to something
stronger. However he likes the warm and homely feeling that DE has surrounding the brand.
First date ordering coffee
He doesn’t remember the first time he bought coffee himself. He’s had his first coffee at his
parents place. He was curious about the taste and tried it.
Friend having Douwe Egberts at home
He thinks that people who drink DE are kind of a John Doe. An average person with an
average personality. But that doesn’t mean that he wouldn't like the person.
Typical Douwe Egberts consumer
The typical DE consumer would be around 40 to 80 years old. The most exciting time of their
lives is already over and they’re just working and maintaining their families. Nothing special
and older than his age group..

Naomi Melchers
Female, 24 years old, comes from Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Naomi is a student at BUAS
and has a side job as a content editor thanks to her internship. She is Dutch and not
married.

Morning routine
- look at time, snooze
- checks phone
- out of bed, contact lenses
- shower
- face skin care
- gets dressed
- makeup
- drinks coffee and have breakfast
- leave
Mentions coffee without mentioning the interview is about coffee

If in a hurry, Naomi would not skip
- getting dressed
- makeup
- breakfast becomes breakfast on the go

Wishes to change in morning routine
- snooze less because she runs out of time

Drinking coffee
- Naomi does drink coffee. The reason why is because it has been a part of her
morning routine for a long time, ir feels weird if she does not drink coffee during this
routine. It is a fixed part of the start of her day.
- She drinks one cups of coffee in the morning, one at noon, one around 4, sometimes
after dinner -> 4 or 5 cups a day
- How do you drink your coffee: depends on the moment: after dinner it’s espresso,
otherwise with a bit of milk or cappuccino.
- In the morning she drinks her coffee really quick and it is always by a cheap brand
and in a hurry but after dinner it is a moment of resting and peace, which she will
create by taking the time to enjoy a cup of good quality coffee.
- Naomi does drink coffee on the go, especially when travelling by train (at kiosk or the
broodzaak)
She prefers to drink coffee at places other than her house they have better coffee
and at home there is other drinks that need to be consumed
-
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Brand
-

-

Most often: Dolce Gusto at home, instant coffee in the morning from Douwe Egberts,
Lavazza in restaurants, on the go: kiosk and broodzaak (kiosk because of discounts).
Starbucks is expensive and AH to Go is not easy and understandable. Quality of
kiosk and broodzaak is very nice.
she would not drink Senseo even if it’s cheap because it is nasty and awful
enjoys: iced coffees from Starbucks, Nespresso at parents’ place (too expensive to
buy for herself), Lavazza
difference because of price
favorite coffee: Nespresso espresso with a lot of with havermelk to make it taste like
a cafe latte
prefers fresh coffee compared to instant coffee: smell of coffee beans adds to the
experience, instant coffee only to be quick

Owning a machine
- Dolce Gusto
- Reason to buy: part of her daily routine, does not always want the instant coffee and
Dolce Gusto has a lot of variety in the type of coffee. It is nice to unwind with a cup of
coffee and she does not want to do that with instant coffee.
- Consumption after purchase increased defintely. At exhange she did not have a
machine and grabbed tea more often because she missed the convenience.
Interested in purchasing another machine if the cups are less expensive, and it is
incovenient to turn the Dolce Gusto on and off.
-

Buying coffee for at home
- where: Albert Heijn or Jumbo
- why there: because groceries are done there and it’s easy to get the coffee at the
same time as the rest of the groceries
convenience
she does not care where she buys it as long as she has it
-

Place where you’d love to drink your next coffee
- Italy, little place called Ventimillia near the ocean, she went there on holiday 10 years
ago, beautiful place and atmosphere. Latte macchino or cappuchino
yes it exists
pay for that experience: would be willing to pay 15 euros
-

How often visit coffee shops
- three or four times a week
- favorite: bazaar, Rotterdam as they have cute cups and the coffee is good because
they have lavazza
why do you visit: nice coffee, atmosphere, couches, lounging, to relax
only visit one type/brand or different ones: different ones
how much do you spend per visit: 6 euros on average (coffee and something to eat)
-

Flavors
- should be on the market: does not like coffee with a lot of different flavors but does
like Starbucks Latte Macchiato with a shot of vanilla, compliments the flavor of the
coffee and does not replace that taste. Shots of vanilla should be introduced in the
market.
why not yet a thing: with a lot of Starbucks or Broodzaak caramel is really promoted
and vanilla is not promoted. Give coffees a name with vanilla.
-

End.
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Martijn van Trooyen
Martijn is a 23 year old male from Geldermalsen, Netherlands. He is the a channel manager
for a large online platform and currently in the graduation phase of his IMEM studies at
BUAS. He is not married.
Morning routine
- snooze 20-30 min
- toilet visit
- shower
- grooming
- pick out clothing and get dressed
- packs bag
- no breakfast, sometimes he does
- bike to station
- cigarette
If he happens to be in a hurry, Martijn will absolutely not skips his toilet visit and a shower.
What he would like to change about his morning routine is to skip the cigarette to create time
for a proper breakfast and make that part of the routine.
Coffee drinking habits
Martijn does drink coffee, but only coffee that he considers good quality coffee. He
consumes it as he likes the flavor and to wake him up. He drinks it at work to start the day.
His average consumption is 3-4 cups of coffee per day. Martijn considers drinking coffee as
a psychological experience: it is part of your working day and makes you think that you feel
energized.
- He drinks his coffee black.
- On the go: sometimes, train station because they have good coffee, not a standard
only when he feels like it
Prefers to drink coffee at home or on a terrace
-

which brands most often: nespresso, because of the taste, really good coffee and you can
experiment with different types and flavors
Brand he likes most: freshly ground coffee whether it is Illy or Douwe Egberts are nicer but
does not own a grinding machine as it makes a mess and is not convenient.
Favorite coffee: smith and dores cappuccino, why: cappuccino is smoother and taste is nicer
and enjoys it more while drinking because of luxurious feeling
This more than other brands because of the fancy name and good taste, name adds to
brand attitude
Does not enjoy instant coffee, because usually the taste is not good marketed with flavor but
weak watery coffee. Enjoys fresh coffee because of the taste. Instant coffee of Douwe
Egberts is very good taste wise but texture is different.

Coffee machine
- yes, nespresso
- reason: drank nespresso at internship at Disney and he liked the coffee as he could
experiment, found out which he liked most, became aware of the brand and then
started considering and bought the machine
same amount
change it, but would have to consider the options of the machine, Nespresso
capsules are very important, milk foamer, option to do ground coffee.
-

Where buy coffee
- nespresso online shop because he can select the flavors and delivered at house,
convenience, tried supermarket version do not taste the same and nespresso is not
available in supermarket
if they are available in supermarket he would find that easier
-

Love to drink next coffee
- on the terrace with a good friend, sunny weather in a cosy city like Breda where it is
not to busy while having a free afternoon and having no plans
with partner on a Sunday morning, sun shines through the windows, classical music
and breakfast
-

How often coffee shops
- not often, is a busy man and does not have time, sometimes Starbucks because of
all the taste option and the availability at train stations
favorite coffee shops: Bagels and Beans
why go there: just for the coffee or in combination with lunch
different ones depending on location
one coffee, does not pay above three euros
-

Flavor that is not yet introduced in the market that he would like to see
- chocolate mint coffee, the combi works and would work with coffee
- not a thing yet: it is too lavish, two bits seem levish together and it is too specific for
marketing
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Marketing that Martijn remembers is the tv campagne van thuiskomen met huis op de
dijk omdat alle waarden van DE daarin naa voren
positieve DE brand attitude door de merkwaarden die heel goed bij koffie passen
merkwaarden: warmte, thuiskomen, comfort, origineel Nederlands, kwaliteit
vooral 40+ drinken DE omdat het een ouder Nederlands merk is waar mensen mee
zijn opgegroeid en er zijn nu meer spelers op de markt die jongeren meer activeren
dan DE dat doet
de hele vibe en uitstraling en waarden van een Starbucks en dat spreekt meer
jongeren
populair merk onder jongeren: Nespresso en Starbucks dat zijn dan ook de
competitors. Nespresso is heel modern en hip ook door de hele brand, winkels en
reclames, heel herkenbaar en luxe dat spreekt een groep aan en de andere groep
het hippe, hipster van Starbucks.
mensen die koffie drinken voor koffie kiezen Nespresso, Starbucks wordt gedronken
door social pressure.

Douwe Egberts
- First thoughts: original Dutch, coming home, homely feeling, warmth, cosiness,
tradional, good quality
Martijn sometimes drinks it and then mostly the ground coffee
Gets the ice coffee from AH, ice coffee is a different drink compared to usual coffee
because of the non-coffee sweet taste
-

-

-

-

Julia Oskam
Female, 17, Obbicht (NL), student verpleegkunde, not married.

Morning routine
- snooze 10 minutes
- read text messages and social media
- gets dressed
- breakfast made by mom
- packs school food and books
- leaves for school
- not skip: get dressed and breakfast
- no changes wished

Coffee
- does not drink coffee but sometimes iced coffee
- does not drink coffee because she does not like the taste, it is too bitter

Ice coffee
- on the go, at the McDonalds or Starbucks
- most often McDonalds, also most prefered
- McDonalds prefered because it is sweeter which covers the bitter taste
Coffee machine
- yes, Senseo, bought by mother
- coffee habit did not change

Place to drink next iced coffee: on the beach on a sunbed
Place does exist, would spend 4 euros.

Does go to coffee shops
- Starbucks is favorite, 6 times a year, is not near her house so cannot visit often, only
when she travels the country by train
Goes to coffee bar because she likes two specific drinks: hot chocolate and frappé
Only goes to Starbucks
Would go more often if the bar would be closer to home so accessibility
Spends about 5 euros on average at coffee bar, just one drink
-

Flavor
-

Specific chocolate bars such as KitKat and Snickers
This does not yet exist because it is not a common idea and people usually want to
keep the original taste of coffee as this flavor would be so sweet that it would take
over.

Douwe Egberts
- Red logo, big package of instant coffee, Pinkpop festival, plates and cups, point
system.
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-

End.

Advertisement of burendag stayed with her, because it is a social event which she
would like to participate in and values social activities
positive brand attitude as she has not had negative experiences yet
brand values: high quality
people 50+ drink DE because back in the day there were less brands and people
tend to stick with brands they are used to so they stayed loyal to DE
not popular among young people as they do not have coffee bars. -> corrected that
there are bars -> they are not eye catchers and no marketing or word of mouth so
people are not aware that the bars exist.
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Appendix D: Media Planning
Youtube Campaign
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Appendix E: Workforce Planning
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Week 17

Week 16

Week 15

Week 14

Week 13

Week 12

Week 11

Week 10

Week 9

Week 8

Week 7

Week 6

Week 5

Week 4

Week 3

Week 2

Activity

Week 1

Appendix F: Scheduling

Marketing plan
Research
Brainstorm / Idea creation
Concept plan
Production Plan
Production Concept
Pre-Production Video
Production Video
Post-Production Video

Appendix G: Marketing Budget
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Appendix H: Wireframing
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Appendix I: Casted actors for DE Home Commercials
Pien de Kruijf – Julia

Sven Petrus – Martijn

Granit Nici – Tim

Miya van Lith – Manon
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Appendix J: Budget
Project name:

Coming home with
Douwe Egberts

Description

Projected quantity

Producer:
Actual
quantity

Kelsey van Zoggel
Quantity measure
(day/hour)

a cost marked with * does not have a set rate, the rate here is just the
total costs of this element. When filling out one of these items give a
short justification/breakdown of it's contents.
Difference
Projected Rate Actual Rate
Projected costs
Actual costs
projected / actual

Pre-production
Employees

Producer

5

Day

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 2,000.00

€ 0.00

€ 2,000.00

Director

5

Day

€ 520.00

€ 520.00

€ 2,600.00

€ 0.00

€ 2,600.00

Financial Director

3

Day

€ 428.46

€ 428.46

€ 1,285.38

€ 0.00

€ 1,285.38

Assistant Director

0

Day

€ 160.00

€ 160.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Casting Director

4

Day

€ 232.00

€ 232.00

€ 928.00

€ 0.00

€ 928.00

Marketing Manager

3

Day

€ 162.00

€ 162.00

€ 486.00

€ 0.00

€ 486.00

Content Provider

3

Day

€ 200.00

€ 200.00

€ 600.00

€ 0.00

€ 600.00

Office Costs
pre-production travel
pre-production meals*
0

Unit

€ 1,800.00

€ 1,800.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Laptops/Computers

Marketing Costs

20

Day

€ 33.06

€ 33.06

€ 661.16

€ 0.00

Printer and printing expenses*

20

Euro

€ 1.00

€ 1.00

€ 20.00

€ 0.00

€ 20.00

5

day

€ 40.00

€ 200.00

€ 0.00

€ 200.00

€ 100.00

€ 0.00

€ 100.00

€ 8,880.54

€ 0.00

€ 8,880.54

€ 800.00

Office Rent
Misc. costs*

100

Euro

€ 1.00

€ 1.00

€ 661.16

Subtotal

Production
Employees
Producer

2

Day

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 800.00

€ 0.00

Runner

2

Day

€ 136.00

€ 136.00

€ 272.00

€ 0.00

€ 272.00

Director

2

Day

€ 520.00

€ 520.00

€ 1,040.00

€ 0.00

€ 1,040.00

1st AD

2

Day

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 800.00

€ 0.00

€ 800.00

DOP

2

Day

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 800.00

€ 0.00

€ 800.00

Junior Camera Operator

2

Day

€ 200.00

€ 200.00

€ 400.00

€ 0.00

€ 400.00

Audio Recordist

2

Day

€ 320.00

€ 320.00

€ 640.00

€ 0.00

€ 640.00

Gaffer

2

Day

€ 192.00

€ 192.00

€ 384.00

€ 0.00

€ 384.00

Drone Pilot

0

Day

€ 350.00

€ 350.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Talents

8

Day

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 3,200.00

€ 0.00

€ 3,200.00

Extras

2

Day

€ 200.00

€ 0.00

€ 400.00

€ 0.00

€ 400.00

Camera

2

Day

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 800.00

€ 0.00

€ 800.00

Cine lenses

2

Day

€ 125.00

€ 125.00

€ 250.00

€ 0.00

€ 250.00

Audio kit

2

Day

€ 38.00

€ 38.00

€ 76.00

€ 0.00

€ 76.00

Lighting kit

2

Day

€ 60.00

€ 40.00

€ 120.00

€ 0.00

€ 120.00

Grip Equipment

2

Day

€ 78.00

€ 78.00

€ 156.00

€ 0.00

€ 156.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 60.00

€ 60.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

AV equipment

Other equipment rentals*
Drones/Helicopter rental

0

Day

Action cam rental
Production Design expenses*
Costumes and Props*

2

SSD

8

€ 30.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 20.00

€ 3.31

€ 160.00

€ 0.00

€ 160.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Media
0 Day

DVDs/blu rays*
External Portable Drive

2

2 Units

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Other Costs
Travel expenses*
Production days meals*
Misc Costs*

200

km

€ 0.19

€ 0.19

€ 38.00

€ 0.00

€ 38.00

10

Units

€ 5.00

€ 5.00

€ 50.00

€ 0.00

€ 50.00

200

Euro

€ 1.00

€ 1.00

€ 200.00

€ 0.00

€ 200.00

€ 10,586.00

€ 0.00

€ 10,586.00

Subtotal

Post - production
Employees
Editor

3

Day

€ 280.00

€ 280.00

€ 840.00

€ 0.00

€ 840.00

Audio Editor

1

Day

€ 285.00

€ 285.00

€ 285.00

€ 0.00

€ 285.00

Foley

1

Day

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Original Score

0

Unit

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Director

1

Day

€ 520.00

€ 520.00

€ 520.00

€ 0.00

€ 520.00

Colorgrading

0

Hours

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

AV equipment
Audio-post recording & mixing suite

1

Day

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 0.00

€ 100.00

Video Editing suite

3

Day

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 300.00

€ 0.00

€ 300.00

Graphics/CGI suite

0.5

Day

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 50.00

€ 0.00

€ 50.00
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Other costs

External Portable Drive

2

2 Units

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Other Costs
Travel expenses*
Production days meals*
Misc Costs*

200

km

€ 0.19

€ 0.19

€ 38.00

€ 0.00

€ 38.00

10

Units

€ 5.00

€ 5.00

€ 50.00

€ 0.00

€ 50.00

200

Euro

€ 1.00

€ 1.00

€ 200.00

€ 0.00

€ 200.00

€ 10,586.00

€ 0.00

€ 10,586.00

Subtotal

Post - production
Employees
Editor

3

Day

€ 280.00

€ 280.00

€ 840.00

€ 0.00

€ 840.00

Audio Editor

1

Day

€ 285.00

€ 285.00

€ 285.00

€ 0.00

€ 285.00

Foley

1

Day

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Original Score

0

Unit

€ 400.00

€ 400.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Director

1

Day

€ 520.00

€ 520.00

€ 520.00

€ 0.00

€ 520.00

Colorgrading

0

Hours

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

AV equipment
Audio-post recording & mixing suite

1

Day

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 0.00

€ 100.00

Video Editing suite

3

Day

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 300.00

€ 0.00

€ 300.00

Graphics/CGI suite

0.5

Day

€ 100.00

€ 100.00

€ 50.00

€ 0.00

€ 50.00

Other costs
Post-production travel*

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Post-Production Meals*

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

€ 0.00

Office rent

3

Day

€ 40.00

€ 120.00

€ 120.00
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Appendix K: Production Schedule
Production Schedule
17th of December, 2018
Time

Duration

What

Location

08:00

CALLTIME:
CREW

Jac’s house
Address:
Karnemelkstraat 6B4

08:30

CALLTIME:
Julia

Jac’s house

09:00 - 09:30

00:30:00

Set up Scene 4

Jac’s bedroom

09:30 - 10:30

01:00:00

Scene 4 (night)

Julia’s bedroom (Jac’s
bedroom)

10:30 - 11:00

00:30:00

Set up Scene 5

Jac & Kjelwyn’s
kitchen

11:00 - 11:30

00:30:00

Scene 5 (day)

Julia’s kitchen (Jac &
Kjelwyn’s kitchen)

11:00
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Responsible

Julia

Julia

CALLTIME:
Manon, Tim &
Martijn

11:30 - 12:00

00:30:00

Set up Scene
7+8

12:00 - 13:00

01:00:00

Scene 7+8
(day)

13:00 - 13:30

00:30:00

Set up Scene
6.1

Kjelwyn’s bedroom

13:30 - 14:30

00:01:00

Scene 6.1

Tim & Manon’s
bedroom (Kjelwyn’s
bedroom)

14:30 - 15:00

00:30:00

Set up Scene
6.2

15:00 - 15:30

00:30:00

Scene 6.2 (day)

Martijn’s bathroom
(Jac’s bathroom)

15:30 - 16:00

00:30:00

Set up Scene 1

Het Forum

16:00 - 17:30

01:30:00

Scene 1 (night)

Het Forum

17:30 - 18:00

00:30:00

Set up Scene 2

Street

Jac & Kjelwyn’s
kitchen
Julia’s kitchen/living
room (Jac & Kjelwyn’s
kitchen)

Julia, Manon,
Tim & Martijn

Tim & Manon

Jac’s bathroom
Martijn

Julia, Manon,
Tim & Martijn

Define app requirements and features

Define usecases

Wireframing

Prototyping

User testing

Prototyping revisions

Prototyping finalisations

Video production

Script & Storyboards

Actors

Props

Crew & Gear

Shooting locations

Shooting commercials

Roughcut edit

Final cut edit

Pitch preparation

Content creation

Pitch artwork creation

Pitch preparation

Documentation finalisation

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.2

2.2

3

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.3

TASK OWNER

START DATE

Jac Engels

DUE DATE

Douwe Egberts BME

DURATION

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

PCT OF TASK
COMPLETE

M

T

DATE

W

R

WEEK 8

Props

Crew & Gear

Location scouting

Shooting commercials

Roughcut edit

Final cut edit

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Debugging

1.9

Actors

App development IOS

1.8.1

2.2

App development Android

1.8

Video production

App development core

1.7

Script & Storyboards

Prototyping revisions

1.6

2.1

User testing

1.5

2

0%
0%

Prototyping

1.4

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Wireframing

1.3

0%

PCT OF TASK
COMPLETE

Define usecases

DURATION

Define app requirements and features

DUE DATE

1.2

START DATE

1.1

TASK OWNER

App development

TASK TITLE

Jac Engels

Douwe Egberts BME

1

WBS NUMBER

PROJECT MANAGER

PROJECT TITLE

M

T

DATE

W

R

WEEK 1
F

COMPANY NAME

F

COMPANY NAME

Douwe Egberts
BME Planning
Projected
Production
phase planning

App development

TASK TITLE

1

WBS NUMBER

PROJECT MANAGER

PROJECT TITLE

Douwe Egberts
BME Planning
Production
phase
planning

M

M

T

T

R

F

M

W

R

WEEK 2
F

29/10/18

M

Douwe Egberts

W

WEEK 9

App development

29/10/18

Douwe Egberts

T

T

W

F

M

T

R

F

M

T

R

W

R

WEEK 4

W

WEEK 11

App development

R

WEEK 3

W

WEEK 10

F

F

M

M

T

T

R

W

R

WEEK 5

W

WEEK 12

PHASE TWO

F

F

M

M

T

T

R

W

R

WEEK 6

W

WEEK 13

F

F

M

M

T

T

R

W

R

WEEK 7

W

WEEK 14

F

F

W

R

WEEK 15
T

F

M

T

W

R

WEEK 8
F

Video production

M

PHASE THREE

M

M

T

R

W

R

WEEK 9

W

WEEK 16
T

F

F

Appendix L: Production Planning
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Appendix M: Script

D.E. HOME PART I
Scene 1: INT. CAFE/BAR - EVENING
In a cafe, in the heart of Breda, a group of 4 friends, MANON,
MARTIJN, TIM, and JULIA are sitting around a table, playing a card
game while drinking wine and whiskey cola. Martijn looks over to
Julia.
Scene 2: EXT. OUTSIDE CAFE/BAR - NIGHT
The group of friends are turning in for the night and are walking
towards their bikes. They unlock their bikes and they start to hug
each other goodbye. Martijn looks at Julia before hopping on his
bike.
MARTIJN
Julia, let us know when you get home.
Julia nods and waves goodbye as she hops onto her bike and cycles the
other direction.
Scene 3: EXT. DESERTED ROAD - NIGHT
Julia cycles all alone through a deserted, dark road.
Scene 4: INT. JULIA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Julia walks into her bedroom, takes off her coat and puts down her
bag. She then puts on her pajamas and lays down in her bed.
While lying in her bed, a pling sound comes from her phone. Julia
picks up her phone and notices that she has gotten a notification
from the D.E. Home application that says “Do you want to let your
friends know that you have made it home?”
Julia taps on the “Yes” button and selects the friends she wants to
share her message with.
She then puts her phone down and goes to sleep.
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D.E. HOME PART II
Scene 5: INT. JULIA’S KITCHEN
Julia is entering the kitchen, clearly hungover. She grabs the D.E.
filter coffee from a cabinet, pauses and takes out her phone. She
opens up the D.E. Home app and sends out a coffee request to her
friends.
Scene 6.1: (ON THE LEFT) INT. TIM’S BEDROOM - EARLY AFTERNOON
You see Tim and Manon lying in bed together. Manon is already awake
and scrolling through her phone. Then she hears her phone pling and
sees the notification. Tim also wakes up and looks at the screen of
Manon’s phone. She opens the app and sees the coffee request from
Julia, she smiles.
Scene 6.2: (ON THE RIGHT) INT. MARTIJN’S BATHROOM - EARLY AFTERNOON
You see Martijn brushing his teeth and he opens up his phone when he
gets the coffee request notification.
Scene 7: INT. JULIA’S FRONT DOOR - EARLY AFTERNOON
Julia opens the door and lets the other 3 friends inside. They all
look a bit tired but excited because there’s coffee.
Scene 8: INT. JULIA’S LIVING ROOM - EARLY AFTERNOON
You see the friend group sitting together in the living room with
cups of D.E. coffee, having a good time.
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Appendix N: Storyboard
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Appendix O: Prop List

Julia’s Room

Tim’s Room

Location

Scene 4:
- Coat Julia (Pien > Kelsey)
- Bag Julia (Imke)
- Phone Julia (Kelsey)
- DE Home App (Jac)
- Bed (Jac)
- Pajamas Julia (Pien > Kelsey)
- Black paper/trash bag to put on
window (Jac)

Scene 6.1:
- Manon’s Phone (Manouk)
- DE Home App (Jac)
- Bed
- Pajamas/lounge clothes Tim (Granit
> Kelsey)
Pajamas/lounge clothes Manon
(Miya > Kelsey)

Props

Scene 1:
- Drinks (dubbel fris and cola) (Ruby)

Scene 8:
- DE filter coffee (Jac)
- DE cups (Jac, Imke, Kelsey)
- Day outfits (actors > Kelsey)

Scene 7:
- Day time clothes all (actors >
Kelsey)

-

Scene 5:
- DE filter coffee pack (Jac)
- Coffee machine (Kelsey/Jac)
- Pajamas/lounge clothes Julia (Pien
> Kelsey)
Phone Julia (Kelsey)
DE Home App (Jac)

-

-

Martijn’s Bathroom

Scene 6.2:
- Toothbrush (Jac)
- Toothpaste (Jac)
- Mirror (Jac)
- Sink (Jac)
- Pajamas/lounge clothes Martijn
(Sven >Kelsey)
Phone Martijn (Imke)
DE Home App (Jac)

Julia’s Kitchen

Bar

Cards for card game (Jac)
Night outfits (Actors > Kelsey)

Outside Bar

Scene 2:
- 4 bikes (Jac 1, Kelsey 2, Imke 1)
- Coat Julia (Pien > Kelsey)
- Handbag Julia (Imke)
- Night Outfits (actors > Kelsey)

-

Abandoned Street

DE home app
Black paper/vuilniszak for window
Toothbrush
Toothpaste
DE coffee
Coffee machine
DE cups
Cards for card game
Bike
Fietslampjes

Martijn (Sven):
- Daytime clothes
- Night outfit

Julia (Pien):
- Coat
- Pyjamas/night outfit
- Daytime clothes
- Night outfit
- Make up

Manon (Miya):
- Pyjamas/lounge kleding
- Daytime clothes
- Night outfit
- Make up

Tim (Granit):
- Pyjamas/lounge kleding
- Daytime clothes
- Night outfit

Scene 3:
- 1 bike (Jac)
- Coat Julia (Pien > Kelsey)
- Bag Julia (Imke)
- Night Outfits (actors > Kelsey)
- Fietslampjes (Jac)
Manouk:
- Phone

Jac:
-

Bag Julia
Phone Martijn
DE cups
Bike

Ruby:
- Dubbel fris & cola

Imke:
-

Kelsey:
- Phone Julia
- 2 bikes
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Appendix P: Shotlist
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Appendix Q: Callsheet
Douwe Egberts Commercial

17 december 2018

Producer

Kelsey van Zoggel

0640432760

Director

Jac Engels

0631086074

Kelsey van Zoggel

0640432760

Casting director
Emergency

112

Nearest Hospital

076 595 5000

Day 1 of 1

DAY 1

Molengracht 21, 4818 CK Breda
Nearest Police station

0900 8844

CALL

Shoot starting at 09:00. End of day around 20:30.

SCENES
4
5
7
8
6,1
6,2
1
2
3

SET AND DESCRIPTION

8:00

CHARACTER #

D/N

1

Night

1

1

Day

2

1, 2, 3, 4

Day

2

1, 2, 3, 4

Day

2

3, 4

Day

2

2

Day

2

1, 2, 3, 4

Night

1

1, 2, 3, 4

Night

1

1

Night

1

JULIA'S BEDROOM

PAGES

LOCATION/NOTES
#1: Karnemelkstraat 6B4, Breda

Julia comes back from the night out and takes off her jacket, puts on her PJ's
JULIA'S KITCHEN

#1: Karnemelkstraat 6B4, Breda

Julia walks into he kitchen and sends a request to her friends
JULIA'S KITCHEN

#1: Karnemelkstraat 6B4, Breda

Julia opens the door for her friends
JULIA'S KITCHEN

#1: Karnemelkstraat 6B4, Breda

Everyone is having a coffee and a laugh
TIM'S BEDROOM

#1: Karnemelkstraat 6B4, Breda

You see Tim and Manon lying in bed together. They get the coffee request
MARTIJN'S BATHROOM

#1: Karnemelkstraat 6B4, Breda

Martijn is brushing his teeth when he gets a coffe request
CAFE: HET FORUM

#2: Het Forum - Havermarkt 12, Breda

The 4 friends are playing a card game and having fun
OUTSIDE CAFE: HET FORUM

#2: Het Forum: Havermarkt 12, Breda

The 4 are grabbing their bikes, ready to go home.
VALKENBERG PARK

#3: Valkenberg Park

Julia is cycling alone in the dark towards her home

TOTAL PAGES

8
MINOR?

#

CAST

CHARACTER

MU

SET

1

Pien de Kruijf

Julia

8:45

9:00

No

Coming with public transportation. Calltime: 08:30

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

2

Sven Petrus

Martijn

11:15

12:00

No

Calltime: 11:00

3

Miya van Lith

Manon

11:30

12:00

No

Calltime: 11:00

4

Granit Nici

Tim

11:45

12:00

No

Calltime: 11:00

PRODUCTION NOTES

Move to second location at 3 PM. Move to third location at 3:45 PM. Last scene starting from 5 PM.

Note for the director: Karnemelkstraat. Kelsey's car needed.

POSITION

NAME

PHONE

CALL-TIME

POSITION

NAME

Director

Jac Engels

631086073

08:00

Actress Julia

Pien de Kruijf

AD / DOP

Jac Engels

631086073

8:00

Actor Martijn

Sven Petrus

Casting director

Kelsey van Zoggel

640432760

08:00

Actor Tim

Producer

Kelsey van Zoggel

640432760

8:00

Actress Manon

Make-up artist

Imke van der Sanden

681903264

8:00

Cam OP

Sterre van Zanten

31 6 22470531

13:30

Audio recordist

Manouk van Vugt
Ruby Visser & Imke van der
Sanden
Ruby Visser & Laurie Oskam

647284561
0624567740 681903264
0624567740 0627288699

08:00

Set designer
Catering

PHONE

CALL-TIME

contact via Kelsey
contact via Kelsey

11:00

08:30

Granit Nici

contact via Kelsey

11:00

Miya van Lith

contact via Kelsey

11:00

8:00
8:00
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Appendix R: Talent Release forms
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Appendix S: Location Release form
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Appendix T: Pitch Storyboards
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